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History of Camp Bishopswood 
 
Camp Bishopswood has been owned and operated as an arm of the Episcopal Diocese of Maine 
since the early 1960's. Located on the shores of Lake Megunticook near Camden, Maine, 
Bishopswood is a beautiful, picture-perfect slice of God's creation for a children's summer camp! 
 
First built in the mid 1930's as Camp Merestead, the facility was a private camp for girls with an 
emphasis on girls’ athletics, water sports, and the performing arts. In the 1930's, Merestead 
boasted the first regulation field hockey field in the state of Maine. In the early 1960’s the 
Merestead facility was purchased by the Episcopal Camp Foundation and began operation as 
Bishopswood, a traditional church camp. For a number of years there were separate sessions for 
girls and boys. Since the early 1970’s Bishopswood has been co-ed. 
 
Philosophy and Mission 
 
Bishopswood	is	where	you	grow…	

Grow	in:	

• Self-Discovery	-	We	can	all	be	a	bit	silly	and	goofy	and	be	who	we	are	at	camp	and	not	who	we	
have	to	be	at	home.		Rubber	chicken	

• Self-Care	-	“An	apple	a	day	keeps	the	doctor	away.”		Camp	is	a	place	where	we	can	learn	about	
ourselves	and	take	care	of	ourselves.		Apple	

• Care	for	others	-	It	is	our	responsibility	to	love	and	care	for	others.		Band-Aid	
• Stewardship	-	We	learn	about	and	take	steps	to	take	care	of	our	world.		Globe	ball	
• Spirituality	-	The	spiritual	side	of	camp,	something	more	than	ourselves.		For	many	of	us,	it	is	

God;	for	others	it	is	something	bigger	and	more	powerful	than	the	self.		Meditation	bowl	
 
ACA Accredited 
 

Bishopswood is proud to be accredited by the American Camp Association. Developed 
exclusively for the camp industry, this nationally recognized program focuses on program 
quality, health and safety issues, and requires us to review every facet of our operation. 
Bishopswood has voluntarily submitted to this independent appraisal done by experts and has 
earned this mark of distinction. 
 
Our Campers 
 
Campers at Bishopswood are boys and girls entering grades 2 through 10. Most of our campers 
are from Maine or New England. About 25% come from other parts of the country and few 
campers come from other countries! Many of our campers are Episcopalian, though the camp 
population includes children from many religious and spiritual beliefs and family backgrounds. 
Most campers stay at Bishopswood for two weeks, some stay for only one week, some split their 
camp weeks, and others stay as many as the full seven weeks. Bishopswood serves about 350 
different children each summer. 
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Activity Choices 
 
A balance of structure and flexibility allows campers to pursue their own interests and discover 
new ones. 
 
On Monday, campers travel to all of the activity areas with their own cabin group. This gives 
campers the opportunity to meet each counselor, experience a variety of activities, and build 
friendships with their cabin mates. 
 
On Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, campers have more freedom to choose which 
activities they will attend and thus develop their specific interests and talents. 
 
Bishopswood Activity Areas 
 

• Arts & Crafts 
• Camp Craft 
• Faith Development 
• G's Camper Kitchen 
• Performing Arts 
• Sports & Games 
• Waterfront 
• Archery 
• Low Ropes Challenge Course 

 
 
Other Weekly Events 
 
All Camp Activities - The entire camp community participates in a memorable event every 
Thursday afternoon. All Camp Activities are not scheduled ahead of time and plans can change 
at the last minute during the summer. A few favorites that may occur this season are: 

• Field Day with Relays, Group Games, and Contests 
• Bishopswood Olympics 
• Christmas in July 
• Counselor Hunt 
• Water Day 
• Bishops-Woodstock Folk Festival 
• And Others! 

 
Often cited as a favorite part of the week! 
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Chapel Service 
 

Friday evening after dinner, the community gathers with a visiting priest to celebrate the 
Eucharist. The service is a special time for all to reflect on our week together. Though all attend, 
each camper participates to the degree that feels comfortable and appropriate to him/her. 
 
Campfires 
 
If weather permits, we have an opening campfire Sunday night at the waterfront.   
 
Friday evening after chapel, we gather by the fireplace in the Great Hall. A fun time of sharing, 
singing, and laughing together brings a sense of culmination to the camp week 
 
The Daily Routine 
 

The morning quiet of the lake and woods is broken by the first bell of the day at 7:00 for unit 
campers or morning club people, shortly followed by the second bell at 7:15.  Campers head 
back and forth to the bathhouse, get dressed for the day, and clean their cabins before heading to 
the Dining Hall. 
 
Campers are greeted by a staff member who leads the group in a song. The staff member then 
invites campers in to breakfast, which begins at 7:50. At the end of the meal, announcements are 
made before everyone is dismissed to prepare for their day of activities and morning Devotions. 
 
There are five activity periods, three in the morning and two in the afternoon. Each cabin group 
visits the Waterfront every day for an hour of swimming. The other four activity periods are 
spent at Arts & Crafts, Camp Craft, Faith Development, Performing Arts, and Sports & Games. 
Lunch is served at 12:20 and is followed by FOB (Flat On Bunk).  Each day there is a free play 
period from 4:45 to 5:30. 
 
Everyone returns to the Dining Hall at 5:50 for a delicious dinner. Following the evening 
announcements, all are dismissed to Cabin Time. The final bell of the day rings at 8:45. Another 
full, fun day at Bishopswood is brought to a close with a special gathering called ACGN. 
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Staff Rules and Information  
Rules will guide counselors in supervising children.  
 
The following rules will be reviewed during orientation. 
 
The Camper Comes First:  
All staff members must put the welfare of the campers and the well-being of Bishopswood 
before their own wishes or personal needs. Any staff member has an obligation to intervene on 
behalf of Bishopswood when violations of camp policy are occurring. When this intervention is 
ineffectual, it is the obligation of each staff member to bring the situation to the attention of the 
Camp Director.  
 
Creating a Safe and Wholesome Environment:  
It is a goal in all of Bishopswood's programs and activities to create an environment which 
protects them from all danger and all influences which might be physically, emotionally, 
morally, or spiritually undermining. It is every staff member's responsibility to be a good 
example to all campers and to one another. Your behavior should at all times reflect the 
Bishopswood mission and to make positive contributions to all of society. Most of the rules in 
this section have been developed with this principle in mind. In addition to those specific 
guidelines, we call to your attention the following specific ways which we feel are especially 
important in creating what we want to be the norm for a safe and wholesome environment:  
 

• Swearing, profanity, or the use of any language which is demeaning to God's creation, 
especially other people, is never appropriate at Bishopswood.  

• Pornographic or sexually explicit literature or media material, as well as material which 
promotes violence, is never appropriate at Bishopswood.  

• It is never appropriate to do or say anything at Bishopswood that would encourage the 
adoption of anti-Christian belief systems.  

• It is never appropriate to expose others to substances that are generally accepted as 
potentially self-destructive. Bishopswood staff members are expected to avoid wearing 
clothing or displaying material that promotes violence, the use of tobacco products, 
alcoholic beverages, or any illegal or illicit substances.  

 
If you are unsure of any behavior, custom, or personal habit, you are encouraged to check with 
the Camp Director. It is the Camp Director's responsibility to interpret what constitutes 
contributing to a safe and wholesome environment at Bishopswood. This is especially true when 
there are no written policies to cover specific situations.  
 
Problems:  
Check with the Camp Director when you have questions or problems related to your 
responsibilities or carrying them out. Make sure you tell your supervisor or the Director about 
any problems your campers are having, such as homesickness, disruptive behavior, and the like.  
 
Smoking:  
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Staff members are not allowed to smoke or use tobacco products on or near the property of 
Bishopswood or when performing responsibilities away from the camp property.  
Drugs:  
The use of non-prescribed or illegal drugs is not allowed at any time during the term of your 
employment. You are required to keep prescribed medicinal drugs out of your cabin and comply 
with their schedule of administration. 
 
Drinking:  
The use of alcoholic beverages is not allowed by staff members at any time while you are on 
Bishopswood property or when performing your responsibilities away from camp property. You 
will be expected to abide by the civil laws of various states in regard to liquor when experiencing 
time off away from the camp property. The drinking age in Maine is 21. It is expected that you 
will refrain from drinking in the presence of those who are too young to drink. It is illegal to 
purchase alcoholic beverages for minors. In any event, your use of alcoholic beverages should be 
guided by a respect for the integrity of the camp, its staff, and its campers. In no case should you 
assume your responsibilities or come to the camp property under the influence of alcohol.  
  
Tips:  
You are not allowed to receive gifts, tips, or any other form of personal remuneration while 
serving on staff. This is to prevent the possibility of giving special attention to individual 
campers for financial reasons. If a parent offers you a tip, you might suggest they donate to the 
Annual Fund instead.  
 
On Duty Time:  
When you are on duty at night (every night when campers are in camp), you must be supervising 
your campers. The recommended guideline is to remain in the cabin until your campers are 
asleep. At the minimum, you need to be 15 minutes in cabin, 15 minutes on step, then in the 
meeting place for that area if your campers are quiet and the kids know where to get you if you 
are needed. 
 
Fire, Candles, Incense: 
Never leave unguarded.  
Always have water available.  
 
Food Policy:  
As professionals we need to think carefully regarding the use of food for purposes other than 
nourishment. We want to make sure that we do not give the message that food is a limitless 
resource, especially when we use it in non-edible activities. Food is one of the basic necessities 
of life and many children in our world—even in the state of Maine—do not have enough food to 
meet daily nutritional requirements. Hence, the use of food for expressive art projects is strongly 
discouraged. It is our responsibility to consider the following when making a decision as to 
whether or not to use food in activities:  

1. There is no other material that can be substituted for the food in the given activity.  
2. It is an activity that uses small amounts of food relative to the number of campers who 

are playing with it.  
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3. It can be used over and over during many activity times. (i.e. Playdough is made of small 
amounts of salt and flour and it is used for a number of weeks by many campers before it 
is thrown out).  
 

4. It is an activity in which the product or by-products can be eaten. (i.e. Cutting open fruits 
and vegetables to see the seeds — they can then be eaten as a snack).  

5. It is an activity that uses small amounts of food to demonstrate a property of science or as 
an object lesson in a story of Faith.  

6. If, after consideration of all of the above, you are still undecided as to whether or not 
food should be used in an activity, talk it over with your co-counselors and/or Unit 
Leader and/or Department Head and/or a Program Director. 

 
Sexual Conduct:  
Staff members are expected to give equal attention to all campers. Staff members are expected to 
conduct themselves in the highest manner of propriety and respect for others and not to put any 
other people in intimidating, uncomfortable, or threatening situations. Therefore, staff members 
are not allowed to pursue, engage in, or accept sexual or romantic relationships with campers 
during the camping season or sessions and the camp strongly discourages such relationships after 
camper sessions.  
 
Under no circumstances will you discuss your personal sexual experiences or beliefs.  
 
Sexual harassment will not be tolerated at any time at Bishopswood. Sexual harassment is 
defined as any verbal or physical sexual advance, suggestion, or conduct that is unwelcome or 
conduct which creates an offensive, hostile, or intimidating environment. This may include, but 
is not limited to verbal abuse, joking, telling stories or jokes, innuendoes, unnecessary physical 
conduct, suggestive physical behavior, requesting, suggesting, or demanding sexual favors which 
are implied, or overt threats or physical assault which is legally defined as uninvited physical 
conduct.  
 
Staff members who are involved in romantic relationships with other staff members shall 
maintain discretion and minimize public displays of affection. Excessive public displays of 
affection may be misunderstood or suggest to others that such conduct is acceptable.  
 
Camper Relationships:  
Camp staff members are expected to monitor and be aware of developing romantic relationships 
between campers so that campers are not threatened, harassed, or intimidated by the conduct of 
other campers. 
 
In the event that any staff member believes that a person has been sexually abused or mistreated, 
any such incident shall be reported to the Camp Director or Camp Nurse immediately.  
 
Camp is meant to be a community experience; therefore, excessive time away from group 
activities by individuals or small groups of individuals is not acceptable.  
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If you encounter any instances involving campers of sexual harassment (as defined above), your 
responsibility is to intervene to stop the behavior. If the behavior does not stop, report the 
behavior to your supervisor immediately. 
 
Some additional guidelines for Junior and Senior Counselors: 

1. Be on hand to greet campers and parents. Learn the names and nicknames of your 
campers. 

2. Help campers choose their bunks and show them where to put their belongings. Introduce 
campers to each other. 

3. Post a daily and weekly schedule in the cabin. Also post Cabin Rules and on the first day 
go over them with your campers. 

4. The first night can be a bit difficult. Check for homesickness. Try to develop cabin 
fellowship. 

5. See that campers keep clean. Remind them to wash hands before meals. Save a clean set 
of clothes for them to wear home. This is a very important part of your job. Please give it 
special attention. 

6. See that each camper writes home at least once a week, perhaps after a special activity or 
event, evening campfire, trip, etc. You may obtain stamps at the office if necessary. 

7. Help your campers learn tidiness. Set a good example with your own belongings. Train 
them to keep their area neat and to pick up their clothes. 

8. Make FOB just that: reading, writing letters, or daydreaming are fine. Campers must be 
in cabins on their bunks. 

9. There are times when campers should be watched closely: getting ready for swimming, 
rest hour, curfew hours. A good rule is for you to be there first. 

10. You are in charge of tables. Keep order. Make everyone feel a part of the meal. Set the 
example of good manners at your table and help your campers follow them. Serve 
portions of each meal to every camper. 

11. Plan carefully for your Cabin Devotions each night and morning. Make bedtime a quiet 
relaxing time and not a recreational period. This is not a time for ghost stories. It is a time 
for quiet reflection on the day’s activities. 

12. If a situation of any disturbing or unusual nature develops, discuss it with your 
supervisor. Do not wait until it gets out of control. 

13. Be on time for all activities. You are responsible for bringing your own alarm clock to 
camp. 
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MISCELLANEOUS STAFF INFORMATION 
 
Letter of Employment: 
If you have been chosen for a staff position, you will be sent a letter of employment outlining 
responsibilities, policies, salary, etc. Read this paper and understand your responsibilities. If you 
have any questions or conflicts concerning responsibility, salary, terms of employment, or 
anything else, contact the Director immediately. 
 
Staff members may be dismissed from their position for any of the following reasons or for any 
other reason as determined by the Camp Director: 

• Use of alcoholic beverages while on Bishopswood property. 
• Use of illegal drugs while employed at Bishopswood. 
• Sexual involvement with campers or with other staff members if in violation of camp 

policy. 
• Failure to carry out assigned tasks or duties. 
• Unauthorized swimming, use of boats or vehicles, appropriation of camp supplies or 

equipment, or other violation of stated camp policies. 
• Inability to live and work cheerfully and cooperatively with campers and staff members. 
• Medical condition which, in the judgment of the Camp Director, Camp Nurse, or Camp 

Doctor, makes it impossible to carry out assigned tasks or duties. 
• Having made false claims or statements on job application, interviews, or written forms. 
• Use of physical means of disciplining campers other than minimal physical restraint 

when necessary. 
• Involvement in any illegal activity during the term of contract. 
• Persistent and repeated absence from assigned tasks. 
• Any action or conversation, explicit or implicit, which, in the opinion of the Camp 

Director, creates an unsafe environment or an environment lacking or contradicting 
Christian values for any person at Bishopswood. 

 
Performance Review and Discipline: 
You will have at least one opportunity to formally discuss your growth and development as a 
staff member with at least one of your direct supervisors during the course of your summer 
employment. There will be a written record of this review, and it will be reviewed by the Camp 
Director and kept on file at the camp office. You are expected to strive to improve your work as 
suggested or directed in this review. 
 
Failure to comply with instructions to change your work habits or practices could be cause for 
discipline. Disciplinary actions could include loss of pay or other benefits, enforcement of a 
probationary period, change of assignment, termination, or other measures as deemed 
appropriate by the Camp Director. 
 
The Camp Director has the sole responsibility in decisions of termination and often bases such 
decisions, at least partially, on advice from immediate supervisors. Termination can be made 
without written warning, and this will especially be the case when it is determined that the safety 
or welfare of persons at Bishopswood or the good reputation of Bishopswood is in jeopardy.  
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Salary:  
You will be paid biweekly while at Bishopswood.  We prefer that you sign up for direct deposit, 
but if you would prefer a check that can be arranged. Bishopswood will also make arrangements 
if you would like us to hold onto your checks.  There will be no more salary advances; please 
plan accordingly.  With a two-day warning, we will be able to cash a check for you. 
 
Time Off:  
All staff members will receive 22 hours off each week.  It is an every other week rotation.  One 
week you will have Saturday off from 12:00 pm to Sunday at 10:00 am.  The other week you 
will have either Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday off.  Each day during the week, each 
counselor will get one activity period off.  There is no day off during Staff Training. 
 
Staff members under 18 years of age are expected to confer with their parents before coming to 
camp in regard to expectations for behavior during time off.  
 
At all times on or off the camp, behavior is expected to be a reflection of the integrity of the 
camp and its family. 
 
Any staff member planning to sleep away from Bishopswood overnight must inform the Camp 
Director before doing so.  Staff under 18 must notify parents of their intention and get 
permission from the Camp Director. 
 
Visitors to Bishopswood during Camp Programs:  
It is the policy of Bishopswood that all visitors will report directly to the office. At the time of 
securing permission to be on Bishopswood property, the visitor will be signed into the visitor 
log, given a visitor necklace, and be assigned a staff person to give a tour of Bishopswood.  
 
Staff members are encouraged to be polite, courteous, and helpful to all persons who are visiting 
camp. Unfamiliar persons who are not accompanied by a staff person should be courteously 
confronted and accompanied to the office. Visitors who refuse to report to the office should be 
reported immediately to the Camp Director or whoever is in charge of camp operations at the 
time. 
 
In the event of unauthorized visitors or intruders, camp staff should keep in mind that the safety 
of our campers is always the first priority and that all persons should be treated with courtesy to 
the extent that it is possible. Physical or violent confrontations should be avoided, and local law 
enforcement officials will be called when intruders are uncooperative. 
 
During enrollment and departure periods, it is extremely difficult to enforce the above 
procedures. Therefore, it is especially important during these times for counselors to maintain 
direct supervision of the campers for whom they are responsible during these times. 
 
Clothing:  
Staff members are expected to be properly attired at all times. Your appearance is expected to be 
neat, clean, and appropriate for the activity in which you are participating. Informal, casual, but 
neat clothing is the rule in most cases. Remember that evenings at Bishopswood can be quite 
cool.  
Make sure you bring sturdy hiking shoes or boots and few pairs of hiking socks. 
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Staff Members Who Are Parents:  
If the agreement you negotiate for your employment includes provisions for your 
children or dependents to be at camp with you, this section applies to you. 
 
If your children are between the ages of 6 and 18, you may enroll them in any appropriate camp 
program. If you decide to enroll your children, then they must be total participants in that 
program and will be supervised by the appropriate staff person. They will not come under your 
supervision during these times. 
 
At all other times, Bishopswood will assume no responsibility for the activity or behavior of your 
children, and other staff will not be responsible for their supervision. 
 
Bishopswood is a good place to work, whether or not you have the added responsibility of being 
a parent. The Camp Director is committed to helping make your time on staff successful and will 
work with you to allow for you to arrange baby-sitters to accompany you to camp and to help 
make other arrangements for child care during the times you are on duty. Please contact the 
Camp Director to discuss these arrangements. 
 
Personal Equipment:  
Staff members who bring automobiles to camp should check in immediately upon arrival for 
assignment of a parking space. 
 
Pets: Are not allowed for any staff member who shares living quarters with others. Permission 
for pets of a staff member when living alone must be sought and granted in writing. 
 
Sound devices: Must be kept inside your own quarters and must not be played at a level which 
can be heard outside your own area. 
 
Firearms: Are not allowed on the property of Camp Bishopswood. 
 
Archery equipment: Must be kept under lock and key in a place specified by the Camp Director. 
 
Televisions: Are not allowed in quarters shared with campers and guests. 
 
BISHOPSWOOD IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR LOST OR STOLEN PERSONAL ARTICLES. 
BISHOPSWOOD IS ALSO NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR PACKAGING AND SHIPPING 
STAFF BELONGINGS TO AND FROM CAMP. 
 
IN CONCLUSION 
Serving on the Bishopswood staff is a great honor. You have been chosen to represent an 
organization that has a great tradition while it continues to grow and provide leadership for 
similar organizations throughout North America. 
Serving at Bishopswood is also a privilege. You will have a unique opportunity to influence 
other people in ways that will encourage their growth and fulfillment as children of God. 
Serving at Bishopswood is fun! There is always something happening. You will make deep and 
lifelong friendships. Bishopswood is a place where people care for each other. God's spirit works 
miracles here. 
 
Welcome to the team! 
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Summer	Staff	Positions	

Summer	POOP	Positions	(Leadership	Staff)	

	
3	PROGRAM	DIRECTORS:		

1. 1	Unit	and	Lead	CIT	Trainer	
2. 1	Unit	&	Half	the	Activity	Areas	
3. Half	the	Activity	Areas	&	Program	Delivery	

	
Salary	Range:	$1,750	-	$4,500	
	
Directly	responsible	to:	Camp	Director.		

The	Program	Directors	are	directly	responsible	for	all	camp	events	(planning	and	
implementing),	program	schedules,	and	any	other	chores	which	affect	the	program	of	the	total	
camp.	The	Program	Directors	are	responsible	for	assuring	that	the	camp	philosophy	is	being	
implemented	in	all	instances.	The	Program	Directors	will	also	make	certain	that	all	camp	
policies	and	procedures	are	maintained.		

General	Camp	Responsibilities:	

• In	the	absence	of	the	Camp	Director,	will	represent	the	Director's	interpretation	of	policy	in	
making	decisions	during	these	intervals.	

• Have	daily	contact	with	Counselors	&	Activity	Area	Heads	to	check	on	progress.	
• Meet	individually	with	Counselors	&	Activity	Area	Heads	for	two	conferences	throughout	

the	summer	for	evaluation	purposes.	
• Hold	weekly	meetings	with	Counselors	&	Activity	Area	Heads	to	discuss	past	and	upcoming	

weeks.	
• Help	Cabin	Groups	with	cookout	meals.	
• Provides	schedules	for	daily	activities.	
• See	that	a	reverent	grace	is	led	and	appropriate	announcements	are	made	at	meal	times.	
• Get	to	know	all	campers.	
• Help	with	morning	activities.	
• Lead	ACGN	when	appropriate.	
• Communicate	with	parents	when	appropriate.	
• Office	duty.	
• Responsible	for	positive	experience	of	all	campers	and	counselors	in	their	unit	while	at	

Bishopswood.	
• Will	be	called	upon	for	driving	assignments	for	hospital,	doctor	visits,	and	shopping	for	

camp	supplies.	
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• Will	be	especially	helpful	by	performing	many	of	the	behind-the-scenes	tasks	necessary	to	
provide	support	for	the	program,	i.e.	working	schedules	for	staff	assignments,	schedules,	
weekend	activities,	themes	of	the	week	and	ACA	programs.	

• Accept	other	duties	as	assigned.	
	
	
Waterfront	Director:	
Salary	Range:	$2,500	-	$3,500	
	
Directly	responsible	to:	Program	Director	

Specific	responsibilities	include:	

• Responsible	for	safety	and	emergency	procedures	on	the	entire	waterfront.	
• Organize	LGT	orientation	at	the	beginning	of	the	summer.	
• Keep	accurate	records	and	copies	of	all	certifications	of	all	staff.	
• Responsible	to	the	American	Red	Cross	for	implementing	a	swimming	program	according	to	

their	standards	of	safety	and	skill	development.	
• Create	a	meaningful	program	within	the	general	goals	of	the	camp	for	their	particular	

department.	An	outline	for	this	program	should	be	submitted	to	Camp	by	POOP	Week.	
• Effectively	train	a	staff	to	carry	out	this	program.	
• Train	and	support	the	Swimming	Department	Head.		
• Consult	with	Program	Directors	on	matters	concerning	the	department	(i.e.	staff,	facilities,	

program,	and	purchases).	
• Help	with	morning	activities.	
• Support	Program	Directors	in	the	implementation	of	ACA	programs	and	wide	games.	
• Insuring	that	proper	care	is	used	concerning	the	department	facilities	and	equipment.	
• Participate	in	a	two	minute	orientation	program	to	introduce	campers	to	your	department's	

activity	period	program	on	Sundays.	
• Consult	with	the	Director	in	ordering	supplies	before	the	season	begins.	
• When	supplies	are	received:	Inventory	against	packing	slip	and	give	to	Director	

immediately.	
• Prepare	a	written	evaluation	of	department	at	the	end	of	the	season	which	includes	an	

inventory	and	suggestions	for	future	purchases.	
• Personally	teach	some	classes	each	week	—	as	a	role	model	for	counselors	and	as	a	means	

of	maintaining	contact	with	campers.	
• Enforce	rules,	policies,	and	values	of	Bishopswood.	
• Conduct	a	performance	review	conference	with	each	counselor	at	least	twice	during	the	

summer.	
• Plan	and	announce	free	time	activities.	
• Lead	ACGN	when	appropriate.	
• Ring	the	bell.	
• Keep	department	very	clean.	
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• Waterfront	installation	and	proper	storage	at	the	end	of	the	season.	
• Responsible	for	the	safety	and	well-being	of	the	campers	when	they	are	boating,	according	

to	procedures	of	the	American	Red	Cross.	
	

Random	Person	
Salary	Range:		$1,500-	$2,500	
Directly	responsible	to:	Program	Directors	

Job	Description:	

• Photography/Videography	-	take	pictures/videos	each	week	of	various	activities.	Edit,	
organize	and	make	available	somewhere	online	for	campers	and	parents.		Create	the	
weekly	Friday	night	movie.	

• Lead	at	least	1	activity	a	day.	
• Oversee	the	OEC	
• Oversee	the	Camper	Kitchen.		
• Mow	the	lawn	and	trim	when	needed.	
• Make	sure	Chapel	is	set	up	on	Fridays	and	properly	cleaned	up.	
• Greet	and	host	the	Chaplin.	
• Help	with	morning	activities.	
• Help	with	transporting	the	Recyclables	to	the	transfer	station.	
• Potentially	live	in	a	cabin	during	the	peak	enrollment	of	camp	if	needed.	
• Assist	Program	Directors	with	all	camp	activities.	
• Assist	where	the	director	sees	fit.	
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Summer	Staff	Counseling	Positions	

CABIN	COUNSELOR/ACTIVITY	LEADER	
Salary	Range:		$1,300-$2,500.		With	LGT	&/or	WSI,	add	$100-$300.	
Requirements:		(College	age	&	+)	
Responsibilities:		Live	in	cabin	with	campers,	lead	activities	in	one	or	more	activity	areas.		
	

Directly	responsible	to:	Program	Directors	and	Department	Heads.			

Specific	responsibilities	include:	

• Live	with	group	of	campers	and	help	each	camper	adjust	and	grow	in	relation	to	other	
campers	and	camp	life,	and	monitor	daily	care	and	hygiene	of	cabin	group	and	living	space.	

• Communicate	effectively	with	children	and	staff	in	all	areas	of	the	camp	operation.		Write	
lesson	plans	for	activities,	evaluations,	reports,	and	requisitions	as	necessary.	

• Work	cooperatively	as	necessary	with	all	other	staff	members	in	planning,	implementation,	
and	evaluation	of	the	program.	

• Interpret	rules,	regulations,	and	expectations	of	the	camp,	with	special	emphasis	on	safety,	
health,	and	mutual	respect.	

• Guide	each	individual	camper	in	participation	in	their	group	and	all	camp	activities.		Assist	
campers	in	choosing	and	scheduling	his/her	"choice"	activities.	

• Lead/teach	activities	appropriate	to	each	particular	group	in	specific	program	areas,	such	as	
swimming,	arts	and	crafts,	outdoor	living,	sports	and	games,	etc.,	based	on	camper	skills	
and	program	needs.		Prepare	activity	plans	for	activities	to	be	led.	

• Assist	with	all	camp	program	activities	and	other	camp-wide	activities	as	assigned.	
• Help	with	morning	activities.	
• Act	as	host	at	tables	during	meals	and	assist	with	transition	activities	before	meals.	
• Lead	cabin	group	in	a	devotional/calming	time	at	bedtime	daily.	
• Attend	staff	meetings	regularly	and	relay	information	to	other	staff	not	present.		Contribute	

as	necessary.	
• Set	an	overall	good	example	for	all	other	staff,	CITs,	and	campers.	
• Assist	with	kitchen,	housekeeping,	and	assorted	maintenance	work	as	assigned.	
• Prepare	written	evaluation	at	the	end	of	the	summer	following	the	guidelines	provided	by	

the	Director.	
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JUNIOR	COUNSELOR/ACTIVITY	LEADER	
Salary	Range:		$1000-	$1200.		With	LGT	&/or	WSI,	add	$100-$300.	
Responsibilities:		Assist	with	all	areas	of	cabin	life	and	activities	with	other	staff.			
Directly	responsible	to:	Program	Directors,	and	Camp	Director.			
Specific	responsibilities	include:	

• See	Cabin	Counselor/Activity	Leader.	
	
DEPARTMENT	HEADS	
Salary	Range:		An	additional	$250-$750	in	addition	to	your	counselor	salary.	
Sports	and	Games,	Arts	&	Crafts,	Camp	Craft,	Performing	Arts,	Swimming,	Sailing.	
Directly	responsible	to:	Program	Directors	

Department	Heads	are	responsible	for	initiating	and	implementing	a	program	within	a	
particular	area.			

Specific	responsibilities	include:	

• Create	a	meaningful	program	within	the	general	goals	of	the	camp	for	their	particular	
department.	An	outline	for	this	program	should	be	submitted	to	Camp	by	POOP	Week.	

• Effectively	train	a	staff	to	carry	out	this	program.	
• Consult	with	the	Camp	Director	on	matters	concerning	the	department	(i.e.	staff,	facilities,	

program,	and	purchases).	
• Support	Program	Director	in	the	implementation	of	ACA	programs.	
• Insuring	that	proper	care	is	used	concerning	the	department	facilities	and	equipment.	
• Participate	in	a	two	minute	orientation	program	to	introduce	campers	to	your	department's	

activity	period	program	on	Sundays.	
• Consult	with	the	Director	in	ordering	supplies	before	the	season	begins.	
• When	supplies	are	received:	Inventory	against	packing	slip	and	give	to	Director	

immediately.	
• Prepare	a	written	evaluation	of	department	at	the	end	of	the	season	which	includes	an	

inventory	and	suggestions	for	future	purchases.	
• Personally	teach	some	classes	each	week	—	as	a	role	model	for	counselors	and	as	a	means	

of	maintaining	contact	with	campers.	
• Enforce	rules,	policies,	and	values	of	Bishopswood.	
• Work	with	CIT	trainers	to	provide	supervision	and	evaluation	of	CITs	assigned	to	work	in	

their	department.	
• Conduct	a	performance	review	conference	with	each	counselor	at	least	twice	during	the	

summer.	
• Plan	and	announce	free	time	activities.	
• Ring	the	bell.	
• Keep	department	very	clean.	
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MUSIC	COORDINATOR	
Salary	Range:		An	additional	$250	to	$500	in	addition	to	your	salary.	
Directly	responsible	to:	Camp	Director	and	Program	Directors.		

The	Summer	Music	Coordinator	will:		
• Lead	and	plan	songs	for	ACGN	and	campfires	
• Responsible	for	chapel	singers.		
• Teach	new	songs	to	staff	and	campers	throughout	the	summer.	
• Seek	out	and	nurture	music	leadership	of	staff	and	campers.	
• Lead	devotions	and	other	worship	experiences	during	staff	training	weeks	and	

throughout	the	summer.	
	

Camp	Grandparent	
Salary	Range:		Volunteer	
Responsibilities:		Routine	upkeep	of	Great	Hall,	Dining	Hall,	Laundry	Room,	Bishopswood	
Boutique.		Run	errands	when	possible,	help	transport	campers	for	medical	purposes.	Greet	and	
host	and	Chaplains	on	Friday.		
	
RESIDENT	NURSE	
Salary	Range:		Negotiable	
Requirements:		R.N.	preferred,	First	Aid,	CPR,	&	Maine	License	required.	
Responsibilities:		Plan	and	implement	all	aspects	of	wellness	and	safety	at	camp	following	MD's	
protocol.		Administer	medical	care	and	first	aid	to	all	camp	community	members	as	needed.		
Salary	is	negotiable.		(Barter	for	tuition	is	an	option.)		Nurses	may	be	hired	for	specific	weeks.		A	
full	summer	commitment	is	not	required.		
	

Health	Care	Assistant/Student	Nurse	
Salary	Range:	$2000-$3000,	Room	and	Board	or	tuition	exchange	
Reports	to:	Health	Care	Manager	and/or	weekly	RN	
 
Position Purpose:   

The Health Care Assistant is responsible for assisting in providing health and safety services to 
campers and staff. 

Essential	Job	Functions:	

• Under	the	direction	of	the	Health	Care	Manager	and/or	the	weekly	RN,	assist	in	
providing	health	care	and	first	aid	services	to	meet	the	needs	of	camp	staff	and	
campers.		

• Assist	with	daily	medication	management.	
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• Help	supervise	and	care	for	people	admitted	to	the	Health	Center	for	care.	
• Provide	CPR	and	First	Aid	coverage	as	needed	at	designated	times	and	locations.		
• Provide	direct	care	to	staff	within	the	scope	of	their	skills,	the	camp’s	health	care	

manual,	and	treatment	procedures.	
• Monitor	and	assist	in	maintaining	health	and	safety	practices	while	working	in	other	

areas	throughout	camp.		
• Prepare	athletic	areas	and	waterfront	with	adequate	water,	sunscreen,	and	other	

prevention	materials.	
• Assist	in	ensuring	campers	wash	before	entering	the	dining	area.	
• Work	with	other	staff	to	minimize/eliminate	health	and	safety	risks.		
• May	accompany	campers	off-site	for	clinic	visits.		

	

Qualifications:		(Minimum	Education	and	Experience)	

• Associate	of	Science	in	Nursing	(ASN)	
• Current	first	aid	certification.			
• Current	CPR	certification.	
• Experience	in	first	aid	and	emergency	management	services.	
• Driver’s	license.	

Physical	Aspects	of	the	Job:	

• Ability	to	lift/assist	campers	and	staff.	
• Ability	to	read	and	follow	directions	on	medication	labels,	health	forms,	physician	orders,	

and	parent	letters.	
• Ability	to	use	a	telephone.	
• Ability	to	maintain	written	record	system.	
• Ability	to	quickly	get	to	remote	locations	on	camp	property	over	uneven	terrain.	
• Ability	to	observe	and	assess	sanitation	and	safety	conditions	of	the	camp.	
• Exhibit	endurance	to	meet	emergency	needs.	
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Kitchen	Positions	

Food	Service	Director	
Salary	Range:		$12.50-	$22.50	an	hour	based	on	experience	or	a	weekly	salary	if	living	on	
camp.	
Directly	responsible	to:	Camp	Director	

Position	Purpose:			

The	Food	Service	Director	(FSD)	manages	the	overall	food	service	operation	at	Camp	
Bishopswood,	including	menu	planning,	purchasing,	preparation,	nutrition,	safety,	service,	
sanitation,	record	keeping,	and	sustainability	initiatives.		This	non-profit	organization	serves	3	
meals	to	approximately	140	people	a	day	during	the	summer.		The	food	service	department	will	
become	an	integral	part	of	the	overall	camp	program	and	community	under	the	leadership	of	
this	position.		This	is	a	cooking	position.	There	are	additional	hours	available	in	the	spring	and	
fall	season.		

Essential	Job	Functions:	
• Manage	the	daily	operations	of	the	camp	food	and	dining	service,	including	

coordinating	activities	between	the	kitchen	and	the	operation	of	camp.		
• Oversee	the	planning	and	preparation	of	nutritionally	balanced	camp	meals,	snacks,	

and	outdoor	program	food.	
• Ensure	safe	and	efficient	preparation	and	serving	of	camp	meals.	
• Oversee	the	inventory	and	ordering	of	food,	equipment,	and	supplies	and	arrange	for	

the	routine	maintenance,	sanitation,	and	upkeep	of	the	camp	kitchen,	its	equipment,	
and	facilities	while	keeping	safety	regulations	in	mind.		

• Promote	practices	that	seek	to	reduce	waste,	reuse	items,	and	recycle/compost	as	
much	as	possible.	

• Partner	with	vendors	to	receive	optimum	values	including	rebates.			
• Partner	with	local	farmers	and	vendors	to	provide	the	freshest,	best-tasting,	and	most	

nutritional	food	available.	
• Monitor	employee	performance	and	training	to	OSHA	food	service	standards.	

	
Qualifications:	

• Experience	in	institutional	or	large	food	service	setting.	
• Knowledge	of	and	experience	in	food	service:		ordering,	inventory,	budgeting,	food	

preparation,	family-style	serving,	buffet	serving,	cleaning,	and	institutional	kitchen	
equipment.	

• Ability	to	work	within	a	budget	and	purchase	supplies	efficiently.	
• Experience	in	supervising	effectively.	
• Experience	at	a	summer	camp	or	residential	program	a	plus.	
• Must	possess	similar	values	and	ideals	to	Camp	Bishopswood’s	philosophy	and	mission.	
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Knowledge,	Skills,	and	Abilities:	

• Knowledge	of	current	ME	State	Department	of	Health	code	and	safety	laws	and	
practices	is	preferred.	

• Knowledge	of	and	experience	in	preparation	of	special	dietary	foods.	
• Ability	to	work	well	with	others	in	a	team	setting	is	a	must.	
• Valid	foodservice	certifications,	i.e.	ServeSafe	certificate.	

	
Physical	Aspects	of	the	Job:	

• Physical	ability	to	lift	and	carry	50	pounds	minimum.	
• Physical	mobility	and	endurance	to	perform	tasks	while	standing/walking	for	long	

periods	of	time	(60	minutes	or	more).	
• Ability	to	effectively	communicate	with	parents	of	campers	regarding	dietary	needs	and	

restrictions.	
	
Camp	Chef	
Salary	Range:		$10-	$17	an	hour	based	on	experience	or	a	weekly	salary	if	living	on	camp.	
Directly	responsible	to:	Food	Service	Director	during	the	summer,	Executive	Director	Spring	&	
Fall.	

Position	Purpose:		

To	assist	with	essential	food	service	during	the	spring,	summer,	and	fall	to	ensure	it	occurs	
properly	and	efficiently	for	all	campers,	staff,	and	guests.	This	non-profit	organization	serves	3	
healthy	meals	to	approximately	140	people	a	day	during	the	summer.		The	food	service	department	will	
become	an	integral	part	of	the	overall	camp	program	and	community.			

Essential	Job	Functions:		

• Prepare,	cook	and	serve	in	accordance	to	proper	Food	Safety	Regulations	all	required	
meals		
as	instructed	by	the	Camp	cook.		

• Prepare,	cook	and	serve	alternative	meals	when	necessary	or	requested.		
• Supervise	and	mange	support	staff.		
• Attend	any	necessary	training	as	needed	to	maintain	high	quality	food	service.		
• Ensure	the	kitchen	and	dining	area	is	safe,	secure	and	organized.		
• Evaluate	current	season	and	make	recommendations	for	following	seasons.	
• In	seasonal	operation,	clean	and	prepare	food	service	areas	for	use.		Close	kitchen	down	

for	off-season.	
• Clean	all	used	cooking	dishes,	utensils,	surfaces	and	equipment.		
• Help	clean	guest	dishes,	utensils	and	tables	when	needed.		
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• Complete	all	food	service	laundry	from	start	to	finish	when	needed.		
• Remove	all	food	service	trash	to	outside	container.		
• Responsible	for	Recycling.	
• Clean	dining	and	food	serving	area.		

Qualifications:	
• Experience	in	institutional	or	large	food	service	setting.	
• Experience	in	supervising	effectively.	
• Experience	at	a	summer	camp	or	residential	program	a	plus.	
• Must	possess	similar	values	and	ideals	to	Camp	Bishopswood’s	philosophy	and	mission.	

	
Knowledge,	Skills,	and	Abilities:	

• Knowledge	of	current	ME	State	Department	of	Health	code	and	safety	laws	and	
practices	is	preferred.	

• Knowledge	of	and	experience	in	preparation	of	special	dietary	foods.	
• Ability	to	work	well	with	others	in	a	team	setting	is	a	must.	
• Valid	foodservice	certifications,	i.e.	ServeSafe	certificate.	

	
Physical	Aspects	of	the	Job:	

• Physical	ability	to	lift	and	carry	50	pounds	minimum.	
• Physical	mobility	and	endurance	to	perform	tasks	while	standing/walking	for	long	

periods	of	time	(60	minutes	or	more).	
• Ability	to	effectively	communicate	with	parents	of	campers	regarding	dietary	needs	and	

restrictions.	
	
	
KITCHEN	ASSISTANT	
Salary	Range:		$8-	$12	an	hour	based	on	experience	or	a	weekly	salary	if	living	on	camp.	
Responsibilities:		Assist	with	all	areas	of	food	service	and	kitchen	maintenance	under	direction	
of	the	Food	Service	Manager.	

Spring	&	Fall	Maintenance	Assistant	
Salary	Range:		$12-	$17.50	an	hour	based	on	experience	or	a	weekly	salary	if	living	on	camp.	
Position	Purpose:			To	maintain	the	integrity	and	safety	of	all	the	grounds	and	facilities	of	camp.		

Essential	Job	Functions:		

• Maintain	grounds	and	facilities		
• Contact	outside	contractors	as	needed	
• Prepare	any	facility	needing	outside	contract	work	for	easy	accessibility	by	contractors	
• Help	open	and	close	camp	
• Paint	
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• Tree	cutting	
• Trash	runs	
• Duties	assigned	by	Camp	Director	or	Summer	Maintenance	Director	
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Risk Management Plan 
Camp Bishopswood 

 
 
The goal of this plan is to improve our performance as we carry out the mission of Bishopswood 
by acknowledging and controlling risks.  
 
This plan will outline the strategy to be used by Camp Bishopswood to protect and conserve our 
resources while providing a safe camping experience. 
 
Ultimately, the goal of this plan is to provide a framework where we can be free to pursue our 
mission, which is:  

 
“The primary goals of Bishopswood are to live in community and to affirm the uniqueness of 

each person as a being created by God in God's image.” 
 

Throughout this plan, we will generally employ four types of decisions in dealing with our 
reactions to identified risks:  
 
RETAIN:  Accepting the risk and preparing for the consequences.  
 
TRANSFER:  Shifting part of the risk (usually the financial aspect) through contract or 
insurance.  
 
MODIFY:  Changing the activity so the chance of any harm occurring and the impact of the 
potential danger are acceptable.  
 
AVOID:  Choosing not to offer a service we consider being too risky.  
 
 
The American College Dictionary defines RISK as "exposure to the chance of injury or loss.” 
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POLICY ON HARASSMENT 
Harassment Prohibited  
Bishopswood is committed to maintaining a work environment that is free of discrimination and 
harassment based on a person's sex, race, age, color, disability, ancestry or national origin, or any 
other classification protected by state or federal laws. All employees should respect the rights, 
opinions, and beliefs of others, Harassment, because of sex, race, age, color, sexual orientation, 
disability, ancestry, national origin, or whether conducted by or affecting an employee, vendor, 
client, volunteer, board member, or any other individual connected with Bishopswood is strictly 
prohibited. Examples of conduct prohibited by this policy include sexual harassment of any kind, 
using racial and ethnic slurs, making offensive references to stereotypes, or making jokes about 
characteristics protected by law. Any such harassment is prohibited by this policy whether or not 
the conduct also violates federal or state law. This policy applies to all employees, directors, 
officers, volunteers, and agents of Bishopswood, including the Camp Director and the Board of 
Directors.  
 
Making Complaints - Mandatory Reporting  
If you believe you are the victim of harassment, immediately report this fact to the Camp 
Director. Also, if you observe harassment, you should bring conduct to a director‘s attention. 
You should make any complaint about harassment directly to one of the persons listed above. 
Complaints of harassment do not need to be in writing; however, in order for Bishopswood to 
properly investigate the report, it may not be anonymous. It is the policy of Bishopswood that no 
reprisal, retaliation, or other adverse action will be taken against any complainant for making a 
good faith report of harassment or for assisting in an investigation of harassment.  
 
Investigation of Complaints  
Bishopswood will promptly and thoroughly investigate all alleged violations of this policy, 
assuming the allegation is in good faith and made in sufficient detail for Bishopswood to conduct 
a confidential but thorough investigation. An investigation cannot be accurately conducted if the 
allegation is anonymous. The investigation will generally consist of an interview with fact 
witnesses, including the complainant and the alleged harasser. Every effort will be made during 
the course of the investigation to protect the confidentiality of those involved and of the 
information gained during the investigation; however, information will be disclosed as necessary 
in order to conduct a thorough investigation. The investigation may take several weeks. During 
the time period following a complaint of harassment, the alleged harasser and alleged victim are 
not permitted to have one-on-one unsupervised contact at Bishopswood.  The results of the 
investigation will be reported to the complainant and the alleged wrongdoer.  
 
Penalties for Violations  
Bishopswood will take prompt disciplinary and remedial action in response to policy violations, 
including breach of confidentiality, retaliatory action, or bad faith allegations. Disciplinary action 
may include termination of employment. If you have questions about this policy, contact the 
Camp Director for additional information. 
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GUIDELINES FOR CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES  
Camp Bishopswood is committed to exercising its responsibility to prevent the possibility of 
abuse and neglect of every child enrolled in its programs and/or facilities.  
 
For the purposes of this policy, a child is defined as any person under the age of 16; a youth is 
between 16 and 18 years of age; an adult is over age 18. Abused means that a child or youth (A) 
has had physical injury or injuries inflicted on him or her other than by accidental means, or (B) 
has injuries that are at variance with the history given of them, or (C) is in a condition that is the 
result of maltreatment, such as, but not limited to, malnutrition, sexual molestation, deprivation 
of necessities, emotional maltreatment, or cruel punishment. A child or youth may be found 
neglected who (A) has been abandoned or (B) is being denied proper care and attention, 
physically, emotionally, or morally, or (C) is being permitted to live under conditions, 
circumstances, or associations injurious to his/her well-being, or (D) has been abused.  
 
In any situation in which an employee or volunteer of Bishopswood is providing care for 
children, that child caregiver is a mandated reporter of any situation of observed or suspected 
child abuse or neglect. Such mandated reporters will submit a written report to his/her 
supervisor, and that supervisor will in turn make sure that the report is submitted to the 
commissioner of Children and Family Services or the similarly appropriate state authority in 
whatever state the case of abuse, neglect, suspected abuse, or suspected neglect took place.  
 
All oral and written reports shall contain, if known: (1) The names and addresses of the child and 
his/her parents or other person responsible for his/her care; (2) the age of the child; (3) the 
gender of the child; (4) the nature and extent of the child‘s injury or injuries, maltreatment or 
neglect; (5) the approximate date and time of the injury or injuries, maltreatment, or neglect that 
occurred; (6) information concerning any previous injury or injuries to, or maltreatment or 
neglect of, the child or his/her siblings; (7) the circumstances in which the injury or injuries, 
maltreatment, or neglect came to be known to the reporter; (8) the name of the person or persons 
suspected to be responsible for causing such injury or injuries, maltreatment or neglect; and (9) 
whatever action, if any, was taken to treat, provide shelter, or otherwise assist the child.  
 
The Department of Children and Families Hotline in Maine is 211 or out of state (877) 463-
6207. All staff and volunteers of Bishopswood are required to report to the Director any situation 
of abuse, neglect, suspected abuse, or suspected neglect observed in any child in the care of 
Bishopswood.  
 
The Camp Director, upon a report of observed or suspected abuse or neglect, will ascertain that 
steps are immediately taken to:  

• Protect the child or youth from additional abuse or neglect.  
• Procure medical treatment that appears to be appropriate to the situation.  
• Inform the parents of the child or youth who is the victim or suspected victim.  
• Prepare all necessary and mandated written reports.  
• The Camp Director and President of the Board of Trustees are the only ones authorized to 

make reports to any and all authorities.  
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In a case where an employee or volunteer of Bishopswood is observed or suspected of abusing a 
child or youth in the care of Bishopswood, each incident or suspected incident will be reported to 
the Director. The accused employee or volunteer will be removed from childcare responsibilities 
until an investigation takes place. If the investigation reveals that the employee or volunteer was 
accused erroneously, then such person may be restored to his/her responsibilities. If the 
investigation reveals that the accusations have substance, the employee or volunteer will be 
terminated from their relationship with Bishopswood. The investigation will be conducted by the 
Director and at least one other employee of Bishopswood who was not in any way connected to 
the incident in question. The investigation will consist of interviews with and written reports 
from any persons who witnessed the incident or were in any way connected to it.  
 
All staff and volunteers of Bishopswood will be given training in the detection of child abuse and 
neglect and the provisions of this policy prior to accepting childcare responsibility.  
 
This training will be reviewed at least once per year thereafter. This training will include, but is 
not be limited to:  

• Reading this policy.  
• Receiving oral reports on how to detect abuse and neglect of children.  
• The opportunity to ask questions and receive answers.  

 
All written reports of child abuse or neglect by employees or volunteers of Bishopswood will be 
kept in safe keeping by the Camp Director or his/her designee.  
 
 
DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE  
 
Campers are entitled to a pleasant and harmonious environment at camp. Bishopswood strives to 
serve all campers, but sometimes cannot serve campers whose behaviors disrupt and immobilize 
the whole camp.  
 
Reasonable efforts will be made to assist campers to adjust to the program setting. Disruptive 
behavior will be dealt with in the following manner:  

• The disruptive camper will be given a time alone in order for the camper to cool off and 
think about his or her actions.  

• The staff involved will talk with the camper to gain some insight into the camper's 
understanding of the situation. At no time, however, will the staff person shame the 
camper or call the camper names.  

• If appropriate, the camper will apologize or perform some other appropriate act of 
reconciliation.  

• If the disruptive action was significant, an Incident Report will be completed by the 
appropriate staff. The original copy will go in the camper's file, and a copy will go to the 
parents.  
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If behaviors of a certain camper continue to be disruptive, more lengthy reports and discussions 
with parents will be warranted.  
 
Chronically disruptive behavior is defined as verbal and physical activity which may include but 
is not limited to such behavior that requires constant attention from the camp staff, inflicts 
physical or emotional harm on other campers, abuses the staff, or ignores or disobeys the rules 
which guide behavior during the camp day.  
 
If the camper cannot adjust to the camp program setting and act appropriately, then the camper 
may be asked to leave. 
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ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE PROCEDURES FOR CAMP  
Health Forms, Parental Permission Forms, and all financial payments should be recorded in the 
camp‘s office four weeks prior to the camp session beginning. Campers arrive between 2:00-4:00 
p.m. on Sunday afternoons.  
 
By 5 p.m., any child who has not arrived is called at his or her home by the camp registrar. If no 
answer, the person who is listed as an emergency contact is called. Late arrivals must go to the 
office, and their Unit Leader or counselor is found and they will bring them to their cabin group.  
 
Camper departure is between 9:00-11:00 a.m. on Saturday mornings.  Counselors sign out each 
camper only to the person indicated on the Parental Pick-up form and that person only must sign 
the form. (If the person previously indicated needs to be changed, that change is made in writing 
by mail or fax – no phone calls are allowed for authorization.) If a camper does not recognize the 
person picking them up or if a camper shows fear, the staff person should immediately bring this 
to the attention of the Camp Director. Any camper not picked up by 12 noon is reported to the 
office and the necessary phone calls are made to try to locate the parents.  
 
PET GUIDELINES  
Permission to have a pet at camp must be made in writing to the Camp Director. The Camp 
Director may at any time change the decision to allow a pet to live at or visit camp.  

• Pet owners must provide documentation that their animal(s) is/are immunized.  
• Pet owners must clean up after their pets.  
• Pets should not be left unattended for long periods of time.  
• Noisy pets, such as barking dogs, are not welcome at Bishopswood.  
• Pets are not allowed for any staff member who shares living quarters with others.  

 
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES & EVACUATION PROCEDURES FROM LOWER 
CAMP 

The purpose of Emergency Procedures is to remove everyone from danger as quickly as possible 
without injury.  Remain calm and in control. 
 
In case of an emergency situation - fire, electrical storm, wind storm, etc., the bell will be rung 
and siren sounded continuously (much longer than to announce a camp event). 
 
Person-to-person instructions will be given.  Whistles may be sounded to get attention, as 
whistles are seldom used for other reasons at camp. 
 

• STORMS:  Go to closest shelter.  Close and secure doors, shutters, and windows. Stay 
   away from windows if debris is airborne. 

• FIRE:   Directed to safest, most reasonable place, usually waterfront or Chapel   
   Rocks.   

• OTHER:  Use common sense and await instructions from Directors or other in-  
   charge persons. 
             
All counselors are to gather campers and move as quickly and safely as possible to the 
Waterfront/Volleyball Area, unless otherwise instructed.   
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Do not worry about buildings or material goods.  DO NOT leave campers. 
 
POOP Staff will search all buildings if conditions are safe. 
 
Staff is to organize campers ASAP by cabin groups.  Await further instructions.   
Stay calm and controlled. 
 
Person in charge will account for everyone known to be on site; non-counselor staff will be 
assigned other areas to check other areas if necessary. 
 
Appropriate local authorities will be called ASAP.  Remain calm and reassure  
campers as appropriate. 
 
EVACUATION PROCEDURES FROM LOWER CAMP 
 
Plan A:   All campers and staff are to walk quickly and quietly up the camp driveway  
  to the big  field to assemble or continue on to the main road, Rt. 105. 
 
Staff is to organize campers ASAP by cabin groups.  Await further instructions.  Stay calm and 
controlled. 
 
 
 If Plan A is not reasonable… 
 
Plan B:   All campers and staff are to walk quickly and quietly up the path to the camp  
  sites beyond the staff parking lot and continue on to the main road,   
  Rt. 105.  
   
Staff is to organize campers ASAP by cabin groups.  Await further instructions.  Stay calm and 
controlled. 
 
If land evacuation is not advised, then… 
 
Plan C:  All campers and staff are to walk quickly and quietly to the waterfront and gather  
  in cabin groups. 
 
Call the Megunticook Lake Patrol and/or Local Authorities. 
Wade into the lake and on the dock in an orderly manner determined by the person in charge. 
Await help and further instruction. 
 
 
Rehearsal: 
This plan is rehearsed several times during Staff Training.  Counselors instruct campers of this 
plan during orientation each week.  Campers may rehearse this plan during camp sessions.  
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURES  
In the event of an emergency situation, the Bishopswood staff will be required to provide strong 
leadership. By using common sense and by following established camp procedures, emergency 
situations will not get out of control. In the event of an emergency, our staff's response should be 
swift, appropriate, and well thought out. In any type of emergency, the number one priority is 
people's safety. We need to make sure that any people that may be involved in an emergency 
situation or are in danger of becoming involved in an emergency situation are safe and out of 
harm's way.  
The Camp Director should always be informed of all emergency situations that take place at 
Bishopswood at the first moment it is appropriate to do so. There will be times when the Camp 
Director is on the camp property and can be immediately informed and take charge of the 
situation. There will be other times when the Camp Director will not be present on the camp 
property during an emergency. In those instances, it is the responsibility of the person in charge 
of camp to use good judgment in determining how quickly the Camp Director should be notified 
of the situation. The severity of the emergency and the availability of the Camp Director will be 
determining factors in that decision.  
 
In an effort to prepare for possible emergency situations, the following guidelines are presented:  
 
PHYSICAL PLANT EMERGENCIES  
The person in charge of camp should be notified immediately. That person should make a 
personal assessment of the situation with the Maintenance Director to determine the course of 
action required to restore the situation to normal as soon as possible. If campers are present in 
any facilities involved, their safety, security, comfort, and convenience will be taken into 
consideration in the course of action. If the person in charge of camp is not the Camp Director, 
the Camp Director should be notified as soon as it is practical to do so.  
 
These kinds of emergencies may include, but are not limited to, the following:  

• no water at a usual water location  
• broken water pipe  
• water will not go down the drain or toilets will not flush  
• flooded building or area of camp  
• no power to a room or building  
• phone lines dead  
• broken window or any significant damage to any camp facility  
• wind damage, fallen trees, etc.  

 
DOWNED POWER LINES:  
Keep people away and at a safe distance from the downed lines. If the line is one of the camp 
lines, the power to that line should be immediately shut off and the Maintenance Director or 
electrician notified. If it is a Public Service wire, contact Public Service immediately.  
 
 
PROPANE GAS LEAK OR RUPTURED GAS LINE:  
Evacuate people from the building and immediate area as quickly and calmly as possible. Shut 
off the gas supply at the tank. Open all doors and windows in the affected area to get fresh air in 
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and the leaking gas out. DO NOT LIGHT ANY MATCHES OR TURN ON ANY LIGHT OR 
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES AS IT HAS THE POTENTIAL TO CAUSE AN EXPLOSION. 
Contact the gas company for repairs.  
 
SEVERE WEATHER EMERGENCIES  
 
Thunder and lightning: 
At the first sign of thunder and/or lightning, all staff and campers should seek shelter 
immediately in any covered building or structure.  
 
During activity periods, department heads are responsible for gathering their campers at a pre-
determined location (rain locations). Attendance must be taken.  
 
At all other times, it is the responsibility of the cabin/tent counselors to get their campers to a 
safe location.  
 
Department heads and Unit Leaders report to the closest building with campers to help provide 
supervision and to account for campers.  
 
Counselors will be notified if any further action needs to be taken.  
 
No one should leave shelter until the weather has passed.  
 
MEDICAL EMERGENCIES REQUIRING AMBULANCE AND RESCUE SERVICES:  
 
In the event of an injury, accident, illness, or other medical condition that requires an ambulance 
and its emergency medical services, here is the procedure that should be followed:  
 

1. The person with the highest level of first aid training should remain with the victim, 
giving the appropriate attention. The in-charge person will send a capable person to call 
for the ambulance.  

2. When calling the ambulance, identify yourself and that you are calling from Camp 
Bishopswood on the Bishopswood Road in Hope. You need to be able to tell the 
dispatcher these things about the victim:  
 What happened to the person.  
 What condition the person is presently in.   
 What help or first aid is being given.   
 The phone number you are calling from.  

 
Do not hang up on the dispatcher; let them be the one to disconnect the conversation.  
 

3. The person in charge should send someone to the Top of the Road and another person to 
the split to help direct the ambulance to the scene where they are needed.  

4. Keep any onlookers out of the way of the emergency help.  
5. Give any assistance that the ambulance attendants require. 
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SITUATIONS DEALING WITH AUTHORITIES, PRESS, AND OUTSIDE AGENCIES  
 
If ever there is a situation at camp that calls for dealing with local authorities, the press, or any 
outside agency, the Camp Director or a Camp Director is the only staff authorized to deal with 
them. All other staff are required not to say anything about the situation but should direct all 
questions to the Camp Director. The reason for this policy is so that all information that comes 
out of Bishopswood is appropriate, consistent, and accurate.  
 
In the event of a death or life-threatening accident at Bishopswood or some other extreme 
situation, the Camp Director will notify the following people in the order listed:   
1. Next of Kin. 
2. The President of the Board of Trustees. 
3. The Bishop of the Maine Dioceses.   
 
It is only after these people have been contacted that dealing with any media or press may take 
place. 
 
PROCEDURES FOR OPERATING FIREPLACES AND WOOD STOVE  
For safety reasons, the wood stove and fireplace should be operated and maintained only 
by Bishopswood staff.  
 
Wood Stove:    
It is best to run the stove at a consistent pace according to the conditions outside (on cold days, 
more wood will need to be added more often than on cool days).  
Always level out coals before adding more wood and then add wood lengthwise so logs will not 
roll out of the stove when door is opened.  
Doors should be closed securely whenever stove is in use (except when getting fire started).  
To keep stove burning at an even pace, close air vent nobs and then open ½ turn.  
CLEAN OUT STOVE ONLY WHEN ASHES ARE COLD. Shovel ashes into metal bucket and 
dump into compost cage.  Sweep up loose ashes & toss into fireplace.  
NEVER USE VACUUM TO CLEAN OUT STOVE!  
 
Wood Fireplace:    
Always open flue before starting.  
Burn wood in fireplace for ambiance – not as a bonfire (this wastes wood) and keep logs placed 
away from the front of fireplace to avoid smoke going out into room.  
Be sure most wood is burned by the end of the evening and leave flue open until morning when 
ashes are cold.  
Clean fireplace using same procedures as wood stove.  
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THE USE OF POWER TOOLS AND MECHANIZED EQUIPMENT  
This includes, but is not limited, to:  
Chain saws  
Circular saws  
Table saws  
Drill presses  
Band saws  
Table sanders  

Hand-held belt sanders  
Lawn mowers  
Weed wackers  
Portable drills  
Log splitters  

 
All persons must receive a safety orientation to the device to be used by the Maintenance 
Director or designee prior to using that device.  
All persons will be closely supervised by an experienced operator until expertise for the given 
device is ascertained, and constant supervision will be required by anyone under age 18.  
A device can never be left unattended. It must be put into storage when the operator is not 
present, even for short periods.  
Make sure all safety equipment is in place and operating prior to using the device.  
Eye protection, leather shoes or boots, long pants, and shirt must be worn when operating such 
devices.  
 
For chain saw: No one under age 18. Must wear helmet, eye protection, and chaps.  
For combustion engine devices: No one under age 16. Must check oil before using; do not 
leave fuel unattended; re-fuel outside, never inside a building.  
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EXPECTATIONS OF LIFEGUARDS 
 
Lifeguards at Bishopswood will: 
 

1. Wear appropriate guarding attire, which is limited to: 
a. Bathing suit 
b. Hat (if desired) 
c. Whistle 
 

2. Make sure safety equipment is functional and in good repair before each swim (see head 
lifeguard expectations for further explanation). 

 
3. Participate in daily in-service training provided by Bishopswood. 
 
4. Demonstrate competency in all physical skills required of lifeguards by the American 

Red Cross. 
 
5. Be responsible for keeping themselves in sound physical shape. Lifeguards are 

encouraged to participate in activities that elevate their heart rate to 70% of their 
maximum heart rate for a sustained period of 30 minutes or more, i.e. running, cycling, 
and swimming. 

 
6. Remain standing while guarding. 
 
7. Never take their eyes away from their area of responsibility. 
 
8. Be the first person on the dock and invite the swimmers either on the dock or in the 

water. Be the last person off the dock and only after all the swimmers have left the water. 
 
9. Have the swimmers “check-in” with the lifeguard before they enter or exit the water or 

given area of responsibility. 
 
10. Constantly count the number of children in their area and vary the counting pattern. 
 
11. Pay close attention to swimmers’ expressions while they are swimming and be on the 

alert for a sudden change or a look of panic. 
 
12. Make sure the Buddy Board “clears” before dismissing the swimmers (see head lifeguard 

expectations for procedures). If the board does not clear, then the lifeguard activates the 
Aquatic Emergency Action Plan as established by Bishopswood. 

 
Rock Swim or Open Water Endurance Swims 
 

1. Swimmers line up with a buddy. 
2. Lifeguard reviews open water swim whistle system: 

a. One blast = get attention of swimmers to give direction. 
b. Two blasts = buddy up. 
c. Three blasts = swim to the nearest boat. 

3. Lifeguard covers safety considerations: 
a. Swimmers must stay between head and rear boats. 
b. To be responsible for making sure they are “in-line”. 
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c. What it means to be a buddy on an open water swim: 
i. Stay near buddy. 

ii. Talk to him/her frequently. 
d. Remind swimmers what the underwater recovery strokes are if they get tired: 

breaststroke, sidestroke, and elementary backstroke. 
e. Remind swimmers that there are lifejackets in the boats if they are needed. 
f. Inform swimmers of which lifeguards are swimming, in a kayak, or on the rescue 

board, and what their positions will be. 
4. Each swimmer has a lifejacket available in the boat.  
5. Swimmers have reached a level of intermediate or swimmer. 

 

Guarding Ratios: 1 LGT/4 swimmers. 
 

Guards are swimming, in rowboats/kayaks, and on the rescue board. At least one boat must be 
with the group on all open water swims.  

 
Whistle Signal Communication 
 

Free Swim: 
 

1 Blast = Listen to the lifeguard 
 a. Continue swimming after listening to a direction. 
 b. Exit the water. 
2 Blasts = Buddy Up 
3 Blasts = All bathers leave the water immediately (used only for emergencies). 
 

Open Water Swims: 
 

1 Blast = We need your attention. Listen, then continue swimming. 
2 Blasts = Buddy Up 
3 Blasts = Swim to the nearest boat 
 

Buddy Board Check: 
 

1 Blast = Continue drying off, get your things together, and get ready to go back to your cabin. 
2 Blasts = Silent for a Buddy Board Check (BBC). 
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Waterfront and Boating Reminders/Policies 
 

Waterfront Reminders: 
 

These reminders/policies apply to all participants engaged in aquatic activities during the 
summer camp program, outside user groups, and visitors. 
 
The following behaviors are not allowed: 

1. Being on the waterfront without a staff person. 
2. Being on the docks without permission. 
3. Running on the docks. 
4. Any and all “horseplay” (rat tails, dunking, pushing off dock, etc.). 
5. Standing on the benches. 
6. Use of equipment without permission. 
7. Swimming under the docks. 

 
The Lifeguard’s word is Law! Have Fun! 
 

Boating Reminders: 
 

The following reminders apply to all boating activities. 
1. Always wear a PFD. 
2. No standing or horseplay in the boats. 
3. Stay within sight of the lifeguards (unless with another staff person). 
4. Do not get out of the boat on any shore other than camp (unless with another staff 

person). 
5. Treat boats and equipment with care and respect. 

 
 
Emergency Aquatic Procedures 
 

Near Drowning: 
1. If the incident requires a non-swimming assist, then the rescuing lifeguard/instructor 

executes a non-swimming assist as suggested by the American Red Cross. 
a. Verbal assist. 
b. Reaching assist. 
c. Throwing assist. 

2. If the incident/victim becomes potentially or directly hazardous to the safety of the other 
bathers or if the rescuing lifeguard/instructor needs to make a swimming assist, he/she 
must first clear the swimming area of bathers by blowing three blasts on their whistle 
before assisting the victim. 

a. If more than one guard is present in said area, clearing the swimming area and 
making an assist may happen simultaneously. 

b. If only one lifeguard/instructor needs to make a swimming assist, other lifeguards 
do the following: 

i. Clear the swimming area. 
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ii. Account for all bathers on the waterfront by clearing the buddy board. 
iii. Supervise children on the beach area and/or dismiss them to their cabins. 
iv. Stand by to give assistance to the rescuing lifeguard. 

 

Lost Bather: 
A bather is considered lost: 

1. When a guard’s count comes up short consecutively three times. 
a. At this point the guard would do a “Buddy Check”. 

2. During the “Buddy Check” there is a bather missing. 
3. If the Buddy Board does not “clear”. 

In case of a missing person at camp, the Director or person in charge would decide if the missing 
person could actually be a lost bather, in which case “Lost Bather Procedures” would follow. 
 

Lost Bather Procedures:*  
1. Clear the swimming area by blowing three blasts on whistle. 
2. Make sure the Buddy Board “clears”. 
3. Send a runner to the office to find the Director or person in charge to send additional staff 

to the waterfront for assistance. 
a. Additional staff would do the following: 

i. Supervise the children sitting on the waterfront benches and/or dismiss 
them to their cabins. 

ii. Check the Bathhouse, Great Hall, etc. to determine if the bather left the 
waterfront early without informing the Aquatics staff and is safely 
elsewhere. 

iii. Assign someone to call EMS. 
iv. Aquatic staff dons search and rescue equipment of: mask, snorkel, and fins 

(optional). 
v. Aquatics staff begins underwater search according to the underwater 

search charts established and rehearsed by the Aquatics staff. 
1. Underwater searches always begin in the area bather was last seen 

or most likely to swim. EXAMPLE: If Julie Smith is an Advanced 
Beginner then the underwater search begins in the Advanced 
Beginner section. 

 

Underwater Search Procedures:** 
1. Shallow water areas (Beginner and Advanced Beginner): 

a. Aquatic staff wades in a line across the area. 
b. Searchers gently sweep their feet across the bottom as they slowly move forward. 
c. Search continues until chest-deep water. 

2. Deep water areas (Intermediate and Swimmers): 
a. Aquatic staff forms a straight line no more than an arm’s length apart. 
b. Each searcher counts off. 
c. On command from a lifeguard, they surface dive down to the bottom and swim 

forward 3 breast stroke strokes. 
d. The searchers swim as straight as possible to the surface, breaking it with their 

hand and arm extended straight up. 
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e. Searchers back up approximately six feet. 
f. Reform the line. 
g. Count off. 
h. Repeat diving sequence and process until the swimming area has been searched 

and then start again following the underwater search charts. 
 

*Above stated procedures do not necessarily happen sequentially and some may happen 
simultaneously. 
**Taken in part from the American Red Cross Lifeguard Training 1990 textbook. 
 

Spinal Injuries: 
If a bather develops a spinal injury or suspected spinal injury while in the water and needs the 
assistance of the Aquatic staff, these following procedures shall be activated: 

1. Clear the swimming area by blowing three blasts on a whistle. 
2. Send a runner to the office to phone EMS. 
3. Rescuing lifeguard enters the water and prepares the victim for boarding procedures: 

a. Lifeguard does the ease-in entry. 
b. Approaches victim carefully. 
c. Creates in-line stabilization. 

i. Head Splint. 
ii. Head/Chin Support. 

iii. Hip and Shoulder Support. 
d. Move victim to shallow water (if applicable). 
e. Person who creates in-line stabilization becomes the lead rescuer and invites the 

other aquatic staff into the water when he/she feels the victim is ready to be 
boarded. 

4. Other aquatic staff assist in boarding the victim by using the procedures established by 
the American Red Cross and rehearsed by Bishopswood. 

 

If a bather develops a spinal injury or suspected spinal injury near but not in the water: 
1. Send runner to get Health Care Manager and phone EMS. 
2. Aquatic staff monitors vital signs and does not move or touch the victim unless the victim 

is in immediate life-threatening danger. 
 

Boating Accidents: 
1. For capsized canoes, lifeguard approaches victims and either executes a canoe-over-

canoe rescue or uses the assistance of other campers who are boating to execute a canoe-
over-canoe rescue. 

a. For recreational canoeing, boaters are instructed to get themselves in the “Life 
Grip” as taught to them in their emergency boating skills test. 

2. In the event of an accident involving a motorboat and a Bishopswood small craft, the 
following procedures shall be activated: 

a. Call in all other boats. 
b. Clear all swimming areas and clear the Buddy Board. 
c. Send a runner to the office for staff assistance and to phone EMS. 
d. All lifeguards enter motorboat with backboard and rescue tubes. 
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e. Lifeguards should be prepared to:* 
i. Board a possible spinal injury and/or broken-boned victim in the deep 

water. 
ii. Perform rescue breathing. 

 

As needed; otherwise, lifeguards will use other methods established by the American Red Cross. 
 

First Aid: 
First aid is administered promptly. However, it is only given to those needs that can be treated 
safely, effectively, and reasonably with the first aid kit. If the bather develops a need beyond the 
capabilities of the aquatic first aid kit, he or she is brought or sent to the Health Care Manager or 
the Health Care Manager is brought to the waterfront. 
 

Non-Aquatic Emergencies: 
If there is an emergency at camp other than at the waterfront (fire, natural disaster, etc.) while the 
waterfront is being used, the following procedures shall be activated: 
 

Swimming Activities: 
1. Clear the swimming area by blowing three blasts on a whistle. 
2. Clear the Buddy Board. 
3. Dismiss children to the volleyball field or other designated emergency evacuation site. 

 

Boating Activities: 
1. Call boats into shore. 
2. Clear the boat line on the Buddy Board. 
3. Dismiss children to the volleyball field or other designated emergency evacuation site. 

 

Location of Phones at Camp Bishopswood: 
• Great Hall Office 
• Directors Office 
• Great Hall Dining Hall 

• Kitchen 
• Health Hut 
• Maintenance Room under Great Hall 

 
Phone number at Camp Bishopswood: 207-763-3148 
Camp Bishopswood, 98 Bishopswood Rd., Hope ME, 04847 

 
Safety Systems 
 

There are two safety systems in practice at Bishopswood: 
 

1. The Buddy System: All bathers swim with a buddy.* 
a. Bathers pick a buddy who is of their swimming level or greater and swim in the 

area of the lower-leveled swimmer. 
b. Bathers are verbally oriented on how to be a responsible buddy and are reminded 

daily of those responsibilities. 
c. Procedures for buddy checks: 
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1. Lifeguard blows two blasts on whistle. 
2. Verbally and manually (American Sign Language) counts to ten. 
3. Buddies clasp hands and close mouths. 
4. Lifeguard counts his/her own area. 
5. Lifeguard then checks with adjacent swim areas. 
6. Lifeguard blows whistle (either one blast or three) and instructs swimmers to 

either get out of the water or keep swimming. 
 

2. Buddy Tag System: All bathers receive a buddy tag during their waterfront orientation.  
Each buddy tag displays the bather’s first name and last initial.  Each tag hangs on a 
designated line on the Buddy Board.  Bathers are instructed on the usage of their tags 
during waterfront orientation. 

a. Buddy Tag usage: Swimming 
1. When entering the water, the bather turns his/her tag so that their name cannot 

be seen. 
2. Upon leaving the water, the bather turns her/her tag so that their name can be 

seen. 
3. Bathers are responsible for turning their own tag. 

b. Buddy Tag usage: Boating 
1. When using a canoe or rowboat at Bishopswood, bathers must move their tag 

to the designated line on the Buddy Board, which represents their craft of 
choice so their name can be seen. 

a. Each hook on a designated line represents one boat. EXAMPLE: If 
Mark and Julie are in the same craft, both of their Buddy Tags should 
be on the same hook, so that their names can be seen. 

2. Upon returning to shore, boaters must move their Buddy Tags to their original 
designated line. 

 

Procedures for clearing the Buddy Board:** 
 

1. Head guard blows two blasts on his/her whistle. 
2. Guard says, “Silence for a Buddy Board check, please!” 
3. Head guard runs their finger under each line of the Buddy Board, checking to see if all 

names can be seen. 
 

a. At this point, if any names cannot be seen, and the bather(s) in 
question cannot be accounted for, the head guard would activate the 
Emergency Action Procedures – Lost Bather Procedures as established 
by Bishopswood. 

 

4. When all bathers are accounted for, the head guard blows one blast on his/her whistle and 
informs the bathers they may resume drying off and getting dressed. 
 

*With the exception of instructional swimming.  We see instructional swimming as a controlled 
environment in which bathers’ actions are predetermined by the lifeguard/instructor. 

**Bathers may not be dismissed before the Buddy Board “clears”. 
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Canoe Excursion Procedures and Considerations 
 

Pre-trip Considerations: 
Clear trip with the Waterfront Director.  All activities involving the use of boats need to have 
permission from the Waterfront Director.  Check weather and water conditions. 
 

Requirements: There are some requirements for participants on boating excursions and they 
differ depending on the trip: 
 

 Half-day trip: Participants must have completed their Tippy Test (one is only eligible to 
 take a Tippy Test if his or her swimming level is Advanced Beginner or above). 
 

All-day trips: Participants must be at least at the Intermediate swim level and have taken 
a Deep Water Tippy Test. 

 

Tippy Tests are required because they teach emergency boating skills that are necessary for safe 
and effective self-help.  Tippy Tests and Deep Water Dippy Tests are different in terms of skills 
taught.  Deep Water Tippy Tests include canoe-over-canoe rescues. 
 

Excursion Plan and First Aid Bucket Request:  For any trip leaving Bishopswood, an 
Excursion Plan must be filled out so that all concerned parties are aware of the excursion’s intent 
and destination.  It is also a great help in terms of figuring out the agenda of your excursion.  Part 
of the Excursion Plan is the First Aid Bucket request.  It is very important that your trip bring 
along a First Aid Bucket.  Some participants may require medicine during the day or may have 
allergy medicine that needs to accompany them on the trip.  Forms are available in the office. 
 

Introduction Workshop:  As the aquatic leader of your trip, one of your responsibilities is to 
offer and lead an introduction workshop, which may include a Deep Water Tippy Test or stroke 
lessons.  The workshop is also a good place to familiarize yourself with your group. 
 

Properly Trimmed Canoes: “Trimming” a boat basically means distributing the equipment so 
that its weight is evenly spread across the canoe.  
 

Post-trip Considerations: 
 

Check In: Be sure to check in with the Waterfront Director upon your return and relay any 
important aquatic information. 
 

Clean Up: Be sure that all equipment gets put away before your group disappears.  This includes 
any Camp Craft equipment, leftover food, and the First Aid Bucket.   
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**Emergency Communication when out of Camp  
1. If you need assistance from camp, call camp at 207-763-3148. 
2. In a medical emergency or endangered situation, call 911 and summon the proper 

recourse, ambulance, or law enforcement.  No trips from Camp Bishopswood are beyond 
the 911 calling area. 

  When calling from camp: 
   Stay calm 
   Know your locations 
   Give a succinct description of the problem 

3. If the situation becomes a “Crisis”, proceed with “Crisis Communication Procedures.” 
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TRANSPORTATION POLICY  
 
Driver Selection  
Drivers will be at least 21 years of age for any camp vehicles.  
The proposed driver list will be submitted to the insurance company for verification of accident 
and driving violation record.  
Drivers must possess a current driver's license; a photocopy of the license will be kept in the 
personnel file.  
 
Maintenance of Vehicles  
The maintenance director will be responsible for maintaining all vehicles in a safe operating 
condition. At the beginning of each week in the months of June, July, and August, every vehicle 
should be checked for the following items:  

• headlights  
• running lights  
• brake lights  
• directional signals  
• horn  
• mirrors  
• steering mechanism  

• oil level  
• gasoline level  
• transmission fluid  
• battery  
• radiator  
• tires (air pressure and tread)  

• brakes working and brake fluid at specified level (including emergency brakes)  
• windshield wipers serviceable; windshield clean  

 
Driver's responsibility for maintenance:  
The driver of any vehicle is responsible for making certain that the above procedures have been 
followed. Before setting out in the vehicle, the driver should also make certain that the vehicle 
registration is in the glove compartment and his/her own driver's license is in his/her possession.  
 
Before driving a vehicle, the driver should, every time the vehicle is used:  

1. Visually inspect the vehicle. Make a written note of any irregularities such as dents, 
cracks, missing mirrors, broken parts, etc.  

2. Make sure tires appear to be normally inflated.  
3. Make sure windshield wipers work.  
4. Make sure horn is working.  
5. Adjust all mirrors.  
6. Make sure no check engine, oil, or dashboard lights are on. 

 
Driver's responsibility for policies:  
The driver of the vehicle transporting staff or campers is responsible for enforcing all the 
conditions of these policies.  
 
Passenger capacity of vehicles:  
Each vehicle which is used for transporting passengers shall be rated for passenger capacity. At 
no time may these limits be exceeded, unless specifically authorized by the Camp Director.  
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Seating policy for passengers/before you begin your trip/backing up:  
• Drivers shall not allow passengers to ride on running boards, fenders, or any external 

parts of the vehicles, nor should they be allowed to sit in the aisles or on the floor. No 
temporary seats may be used.  

• Passenger's arms, heads, and any other members should be kept inside the vehicle at all 
times (i.e. not allowed to hang out of windows, doors, etc.).  

• Passengers are not allowed to be transported in the storage bed of any truck.  
• Passengers and drivers must use seat belts where provided.  
• Vehicles should always be left in park with the brake on and motor should be off before 

loading and unloading passengers.  
• Before moving the vehicle, make sure that no person or physical obstacle is in the path of 

the vehicle. If you must back up, have another staff person who is outside the vehicle 
give spoken signaled instructions so as to avoid hitting anything and to keep pedestrians 
and other vehicles away from the path of your vehicle.  

 
Doors:  
Drivers should make certain that each door is closed tightly and locked.  
 
Orientation for passengers:  
The driver should make sure that each passenger is appropriately seated, buckled, and appraise 
all passengers of the seating policy and other appropriate safety regulations before putting the 
vehicle in motion.  
 
Compulsory equipment for vehicles:  
Vehicles used to transport campers shall be equipped with:  

• One class B fire extinguisher  
• First Aid kit of a permanent nature, checked periodically by the camp nurse for depletion 

of supplies  
• Two flares or reflectors  
• Flashlight, tire repair, bodily fluid clean-up kit  

 
Unsafe articles:  
No reserve supply of gasoline should be carried in any vehicle carrying campers. No explosives, 
acids, flammable liquids, or any other article which would endanger the safety of campers shall 
be carried in any vehicle when transporting campers.  
 
Luggage and other equipment:  
Luggage, packs, or equipment may not be carried if they interfere with safety of the passengers.  
 
In the event of defective equipment:  
If you are forced to make an emergency stop on a highway because of mechanical breakdown:  

1. Move the vehicle off the road as far as possible.  
2. Turn off ignition and remove the key.  
3. Set the brake.  
4. Place the transmission in low, reverse, or park.  
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5. Set four-way-turn (emergency) blinkers.  
6. Set out road emergency reflectors (triangles) or flares. Set the reflectors 100 feet behind 

the vehicle but not more than 500 feet behind the vehicle to warn cars on a curve that 
they should slow down.  

7. Unload passengers and move them off the road a safe distance away from the vehicle.  
8. Call camp for assistance.  
9. Don‘t try to change a tire. If the tire cannot be inflated enough with a puncture seal 

canister, call a service station for road service.  
 
In the event of an accident:  
Should an accident occur, the staff's first priority will be for the safety of the passengers. After 
arrangements have been made for securing medical attention if they are hurt, the senior staff 
member will call the Camp Director to report the accident and consult on procedures to follow.  
 
The driver of the vehicle is responsible for seeing that necessary forms are completed for the 
state in which the accident occurs and for the insurance company. These forms should be 
processed through the Camp Director when possible. The driver should also obtain from the 
driver(s) of other involved vehicle(s); name, license number and state, vehicle identification 
number, registration plate number and state, and name of insurance carrier.  
 
Camper/staff ratio:  
In addition to the driver, vehicles shall carry one staff member for each eight campers who are 
under sixteen years of age and unaccompanied by a parent.  
 
Age of drivers:  
All drivers transporting campers shall be at least 21 years of age, whether they are using camp or 
privately owned vehicles.  
 
License:  
Drivers must provide evidence of a current license to the Camp Director.  
 
Suspended or revoked licenses:  
Persons whose licenses have been suspended or revoked within the past three years shall not be 
permitted to drive vehicles which are transporting campers. 
 
In the event of fatigue or illness:  
No driver shall be permitted to drive while his/her ability for alertness is so impaired through 
fatigue, illness, or for any other cause to make it unsafe for him to drive or continue to drive a 
vehicle; nor shall he/she be required or knowingly permitted to drive under such conditions, 
except in case of emergency where the hazard to passengers would be increased by observance 
of this policy.  
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Use of privately-owned vehicles:  
Privately-owned vehicles shall be used for camper transportation only on specific approval of the 
Camp Director. All staff in residence shall park their cars in the staff parking lot.  Exceptions to 
this arrangement shall be made at the discretion of Camp Director.  
 
Observance of laws:  
Drivers are expected to observe laws in effect in the areas in which they are driving. Violations 
of laws shall be the responsibility of the driver. He/she will be expected to pay any fines 
involved in such violation. This implies that drivers shall not be permitted to take vehicles on 
trips when condition of the vehicle violates the law. All such defects shall be remedied before the 
trip is started.  
 
Hitchhikers:  
Drivers shall never pick up hitchhikers.  
 
Speed regulations:  
Any vehicle owned by Bishopswood, or transporting any campers from that camp, shall comply 
with local speed regulations.  The speed of any vehicle within the confines of camp property 
shall not exceed 5 MPH.  
 
Use of camp vehicles:  
The Camp Director must authorize the use of any camp vehicle other than for normal routine 
camp business. Camp vehicles may not be used for other than camp business.  
 
Authorization of itinerary:  
The itinerary of all vehicles transporting campers must be cleared with the Camp Director.  
 
Re-fueling:  
Whenever a driver is returning to camp and the gas gauge reads less than half full, the driver 
should proceed to an authorized service station and fill the tank with gas. During re-fueling, the 
driver should make certain that the engine is turned off and that there is no open flame or spark 
within or around the area of the vehicle.  
 
Authorization of drivers for specific trips  
The camp director must approve drivers of passenger-carrying vehicles for each trip.  
 
Loading and unloading passengers  
The vehicle should be absolutely stationary, in park, and on level ground during any time that 
passengers are embarking or disembarking from the vehicle or during any time that any 
passenger is not seated with seat belt fastened.  
 
 
Maximum capacity of passengers, in addition to the driver, of vehicles currently owned by 
Bishopswood:  
1. Pick-up truck (2) 
2. Minivan (6)  
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FOOD SERVICE SAFETY PROCEDURES  
 
Receiving and Storing Operations:  

1. When opening boxes, crates, etc., remove the nails. Don‘t bend them down.  
2. Always store heavy materials on bottom shelves, medium-weight next above, and 

lightweight on top. Don‘t put things on locker tops or other high storage places.  
3. Keep food containers covered except when in actual use.  
4. When opening anything, keep at a distance from food containers that might catch pieces 

of wire, splinters, bits of paper wrapping, straw, dirt, etc., and pass them on to guests.  
5. Get rid of all dirt, grease and trash promptly to reduce fire hazard. Eliminate 

hiding/breeding places for rats and roaches.  
6. Be sure the light bulbs are guarded. Don‘t store any material within 18” of any bulb.  
7. Use ladders—not boxes, crates or chairs—to get things from high shelves. And see that 

the ladder is safe, too. Avoid losing your balance by over-reaching.  
8. Avoid lifting or carrying too heavy objects; and when you lift a heavy object keep your 

back straight and lift with your legs. Don‘t carry bulky objects too big for you to see over 
or around.  

 
Food Preparation Operations:  

1. Use only dry cloths, towels, etc.  to handle hot cooking utensils.  
2. Lift edge of cover on side of pot away from your face. Stand far enough back when 

removing cover so steam cannot reach you.  
3. Keep stove top and hood free from grease to avoid dangerous fires.  
4. Keep handles of pans away from stove and out of the aisle so that utensils won‘t be 

brushed off stove. Take care that handle is not near an open flame.  
5. Get help in moving heavy, hot containers. Be sure work area is clear when swinging them 

out.  
6. When drawing hot water or coffee from an urn, turn spigot slowly to avoid rush-and-

splash. Check that all valves and spigots are in proper position before filling an urn.  
7. Keep oven doors closed—out of aisle—when not in use.  
8. Ventilate a gas oven several minutes before lighting. Strike matches away from clothing 

or flammable matter. Place match at gas jet before turning on gas. Open gas gradually to 
avoid blowing out match.  

9. Don‘t clean oven or stove until it has cooled.  
10. Protect food from foreign substances. If you break an article near open food containers, 

report this immediately to your supervisor so that the food can be taken out of service.  
11. Avoid over-filling containers with hot liquids or foods. Make sure edges are free from 

foods. Warn service people of hot dishes.  
 
Drawers and Doors:  

1. Be careful in closing drawers—they have a trick of pinching fingers and hands. Keep 
them closed, out of the way.  

2. Open and close doors by handles or knobs. Avoid crushed fingers.  
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Handling Knives:  

1. Don‘t daydream with a knife in your hand. Pay attention to what you are doing.  
2. Cut away from your body—and away from fellow workers.  
3. When drying a knife keep the sharp edge away from you.  
4. Use a cutting board—never a knife edge against metal.  
5. Keep all knives in proper storage place when not in use.  
6. Don‘t leave knives in sink or in water or any place where they can‘t been seen easily.  
7. A sharp knife is safer than a dull one. It cuts more easily, takes less pressure, has less 

danger of slippage. The proper way to sharpen knives should be decided by the kitchen 
supervisor.  

8. After honing knives, place on the steel to remove burrs. Then wipe knives with a cloth or 
towel to remove any additional particles that may be present.  

9. If a knife falls, get out the way! Don‘t try to grab it.  
10. Use the knife for the operation for which it is intended. No knife or cleaver is a can 

opener! Never use them that way!  
11. Be careful in reaching for knives, forks or other sharp objects. Pick them up by handles, 

not by blade or tines.  
 
Machines Used for Preparation:  

1. Never use any machine you have not been trained to use. Be sure that all safety devices 
are in place before using.  

2. Pull plug or throw switch to “off” position before cleaning or adjusting any machine. 
Keep fingers, hands, spoons, etc., away from moving parts. Wait until machine stops 
before moving food.  

3. Check all switches on electric appliances to see that they are “off” before plugging into 
the outlet.  

4. Don‘t start a mixing machine until the bowl or kettle is locked in place and the 
attachment securely fastened. Do not operate the grinder and the mixer at the same time. 
Always read instructions if posted on or near machine.  

5. Always use the proper tool for pushing food into a grinder. Tampers or pestles are made 
of special wood or metal. Tamping foods in the grinder with other tools or instruments is 
dangerous. Wooden handles may splinter and mix with the food. Metals may damage the 
equipment or injure you.  

 
China and Glassware:  

1. Use care in handling glasses and dishes.  
2. Use a pan and broom to sweep up large pieces of broken glass or china. Use a dampened 

paper towel or cloth to pick up slivers. Put broken glass or china in a special container. 
Do not place in waste baskets or garbage or refuse cans.  

3. Drinking glasses or other glassware or china that are chipped or cracked should be 
discarded.  

4. Glasses and metal pots do not mix. Keep glass and china out of the pot sink.  
5. If you suspect that there is broken glass or dishware in soapy water, drain the water first, 

then remove pieces carefully with a cloth.  
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6. Don‘t use a glass for an ice scoop. It may break in your hand or may leave pieces of glass 
in the ice.  

 
Floors:  

1. Keep floors clean and dry. If you spill anything or see spilled liquids or foods, wipe them 
up immediately. In cleaning, we mop first, then rinse and dry mop, doing one small area 
at a time.  

2. Tile floors may be slippery when weather is humid and muggy. Be careful at such times 
to avoid falls.  

3. Walk—don‘t run or slide—across the floor.  
4. Never leave utensils on the floor. Someone is sure to trip over them—maybe you.  

  
Refuse Disposal:  

1. Place food scraps in protected sanitary containers.  
2. Don‘t overflow containers.  
3. Don‘t stack refuse containers.  
4. Report broken or defective refuse containers.  

 
Safe Clothing:  

1. Wear a safe shoe with closed toe for added protection; keep neatly laced to prevent 
tripping over untied shoelaces. A sensible heel provides balance; good, strong support 
provides comfort. Heels kept in good repair prevent slipping.  

2. Do not wear excessive loose clothing. Sleeves, ties, and aprons may easily get caught 
when working with or near grinders, mixers, and other moving machinery.  

3. Keep uniforms free of pins and gadgets that might drop in food or cause scratches.  
 
Fire Safety:  

1. Immediately report any fire, no matter how small, so that the fire department may be 
called.  

2. Know where the fire extinguishers are located and how each should be used. If you find 
an extinguisher partially used that needs recharging or one with its seal broken, report it 
to your supervisor immediately.  

3. Know the fire exits and how to use them and be prepared to show them to guests should 
the need arise.  

4. Keep fire doors, fire exits, and fire stairs clear of material and equipment. Use only in the 
event of emergency or fire drill.  

5. Don‘t let grease accumulate on grill canopies and filters. Fires started in these areas are 
major causes of kitchen damage.  

 
For extinguishing fires, keep in mind the following:  
Fires are divided into 3 classifications. Learn these classifications so you will be able to use the 
right material to extinguish a fire:  
Class A: Rubbish, wood, paper, etc. Use water to extinguish.  
Class B: Oil. Use foam to extinguish or a box of baking soda kept handy may be used.  
Class C: Electrical. Use CO2 to extinguish. 
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FOOD SERVICE SANITATION PROCEDURES  
 
Some Guidelines to Safe Food Service:  

1. Purchase federally inspected meat and poultry  
2. Buy pasteurized milk.  
3. Serve only shellfish taken from inspected and approved beds.  
4. Avoid bulging cans.  
5. Wash all fruits and vegetables.  
6. Work with as small quantities of food as possible.  
7. Avoid alternate refrigeration and heating.  
8. Total accumulated exposure time (within the danger range) of preparation, or preparation 

and service, must never exceed four hours.  
9. Treat all leftovers with great care.  
10. Use all leftovers within 72 hours or discard.  
11. Avoid refreezing defrosted food items.  

 
Some Critical Temperatures (F):  
212 ~ Water boils at sea level. Most resistant bacteria killed within 2 minutes.  
195 ~ Water above this point sprayed from dishwashing machine rinse nozzles vaporizes so 
readily that rinse action is reduced.  
180 ~ Water at this temperature in rinse line of the dishwasher will give 170 F.—killing 
temperature—at the utensil.  
170 ~ Practically all common disease-producing bacteria killed at this temperature.  
140 ~ Bacterial growth practically stopped. May die.  
98.6 ~ Body temperature. Bacteria’s most rapid growth.  
70 ~ Room temperature. Bacteria grow fast.  
38 to 33 ~ Walk-in refrigerator temperature range for most foods. Near-freezing temperature.  
 to 33 in ice recommended for fish.  
32 ~ Freezing point of water. Practically no bacterial growth.  
10 and below ~ Recommended for storage of frozen food. 
 
To Prevent Contamination of Foods During Preparation and Serving:  

1. Minimize the time that potentially hazardous foods remain in the temperature danger 
zone of 40 degrees F. to 140 degrees F.  

2. Use only clean and sanitized utensils and equipment during food preparation.  
3. Clean and sanitize food contact surfaces after each use.  
4. Assure cooking and holding of potentially hazardous foods at appropriate temperatures.  

 
―Sanitized utensils are those which have been cleaned and sanitized.  
―Food contact surfaces include anything that contacts raw food during preparation such as 
counters, cutting boards, knives, etc. Such surfaces should be sanitized with a bleach solution or 
other commercial sanitizer between times when raw food contacts those surfaces. Local health 
authorities can give guidance on the strength and frequency of use for such sanitizing agents.  
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To Assure Storage of Potentially Hazardous (perishable) Foods at 40 degrees F:  

1. A written record of temperatures noted and initialed daily for each mechanical 
refrigeration unit storing perishable foods, and  

2. Evidence that prompt corrective action was taken if temperatures measure above 40 
degrees F.  

 
Interpretation. ―Potentially hazardous foods are those foods that consist in whole or in part of 
milk or milk products, eggs, meat, poultry, fish, shellfish, edible crustacean or other ingredients 
(including synthetic ingredients) in a form capable of supporting growth of infectious or toxic 
microorganisms. Such foods should be maintained at temperatures below 40 degrees F. or above 
140 degrees F.  
 
To Assure Proper Sanitizing of Dishes and Food Service Utensils After Each Use, Practice 
the Following Procedures:  
I. Washing:  
A. For mechanical dishwashers, there is documentation of daily monitoring to assure:  
1. Wash water is at least 100 degrees F. and rinse water is at least 180 degrees F. or an approved 
chemical sanitizer is used as specified on its label, and  
2. Prompt corrective action was taken when any temperature variance below the minimum was 
noted; and/or  
B. For dishes and/or food service utensils washed by hand, there are procedures in practice to 
assure:  
1. Wash and initial rinse temperatures of at least 100 degrees F., and  
2. Second rinse process using at least 180 degrees F. water or an approved chemical sanitizer.  
II. Drying:  
A. All dishes and food service utensils are air-dried. 
B. Once dried all dishes are returned to the appropriate storage area.   
 
All Garbage and Rubbish Containers in Kitchen and Dining Areas Must Be Leak-proof or 
Fitted with Non-absorbent Lining and Be Covered with a Tight-fitting Lid or Tied Securely 
When Not Being Used in the Food Preparation or Clean-up Process.  
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INFECTION CONTROL POLICY  
 
HANDWASHING  
Handwashing is the most important activity you can do for yourself when caring for camper/staff 
members. Remember to wash your hands often and thoroughly. Use lotion frequently. Be sure to 
wash your hands:  

1. Before and after each procedure done with camper/staff members.  
2. After handling soiled items such as linens, clothing, garbage, etc.  
3. Before and after preparing food.  
4. After using the bathroom, applying makeup, or combing your hair.  

 
The procedure for handwashing is as follows:  
Purpose:  

1. To help prevent the spread of infection by keeping hands free from potentially infectious 
materials.  

2. To protect the camper/staff member, the medical staff, and to reduce the possibility of 
transferring infection to the camper/staff member or from the camper/staff member.  

 
Procedures:  

1. Roll up long sleeves. Push up wristwatch. Stand away from sink so you are not touching. 
Turn on faucets and regulate temperature of water.  

2. Wet the hands and apply a sufficient amount of soap to work up a lather. Use a friction 
scrub for one minute.  

3. Make sure to wash the entire surface of the hands, especially between the fingers, around 
the nail bed, under the fingernails, under rings, and over the wrists.  

4. Rinse hands under running water. Hold hands so water runs down from wrists to 
fingertips. If necessary, soap again and work up a good lather, using friction as before. 
Rinse off the soap.  

5. Pat hands dry with paper towel and discard. Turn off spigot with clean paper towel to 
protect hands.  

6. Dispose of paper towel in trash receptacle.  
7. Use hand lotion as often as necessary to keep skin in good condition.  

 
GLOVES  

1. Gloves should act as a barrier between your hands and infectious substances such as 
bloodborne pathogens.  

2. When you wear gloves, wear the correct size; small, medium, and large are available.  
3. If you discover you are allergic to the gloves provided, inform your supervisor; hypo-

allergenic gloves will be provided for you.  
4. You MUST wear disposable gloves when you perform duties which will or could place 

your hands in contact with blood, wound drainage, semen, vaginal secretions, mucus 
membranes, non-intact skin, and any other body fluid.  
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5. Procedures which typically present opportunity for hand contact with the preceding 
potentially infectious substances include, but are not limited to:  

  a. Personal bodily care/bathing.  
  b. Mouth care if fingers are inserted into mouth.  
  c. Wiping or cleaning genital/anal areas after toileting or incontinence.  
  d. Handling linen soiled with blood or other potentially infectious materials.  
  e. When handling any drainage collection appliance.  
  f. When you have chafed or open sores on your hands. 

6. If gloves tear during use, remove, wash hands, and replace them as soon as possible.  
7. NEVER WASH AND REUSE DISPOSABLE GLOVES.  
8. You may use hand cream or lotion on your hands before you put on gloves but do not use 

a mineral oil or petroleum-based product as it may react with the glove and reduce its 
barrier effectiveness.  

9. Follow this procedure to remove gloves:  
  a. With both hands gloved, peel one glove from top to bottom touching only the  
  outside of the glove, and hold it in a small wad in the gloved hand.  
  b. With the non-gloved hand, peel the second glove from the inside, touching only 
  the inside of the glove, tucking the first glove inside the' second.  
  c. Dispose of the entire bundle into a waste receptacle that is lined with a plastic  
  bag.  
  d. IF THE GLOVES HAVE BEEN IN CONTACT WITH BLOOD OR WOUND  
  DRAINAGE, PLACE THEM INTO A PLASTIC BAG, SEAL THE BAG BY  
  KNOT OR TWIST TIE, AND DISCARD INTO ANOTHER PLASTIC BAG OR 
  TRASH RECEPTACLE WHICH IS LINED WITH A PLASTIC BAG.  

10. Remove gloves when they become contaminated with blood or other potentially 
infectious material, damaged, or before you leave the work area.  

11. ALWAYS WASH YOUR HANDS THOROUGHLY AFTER REMOVING THE 
GLOVES.  

 
PROCEDURE FOR CONTAMINATED LAUNDRY  

1. Laundry is to be considered contaminated if it is soiled with blood or other potentially 
infectious material. Any laundry that is soiled with urine or feces AND/OR VISIBLE 
BLOOD is also contaminated.  

2. Wear disposable gloves and apron when handling contaminated laundry, and handle as 
little as possible.  

3. Do not hand-rinse contaminated laundry prior to machine washing.  
4. If possible take contaminated laundry directly to the washing machine. If it must be 

temporarily placed elsewhere, it must be placed in a plastic bag.  
5. Dispose of the plastic bag used to transport the contaminated laundry, knot bag and place 

in another plastic bag for disposal. If using a reusable laundry bag, wash it with the other 
laundry.  

6. Run the contaminated laundry through two cycles; the first with detergent and cold water, 
the second with detergent and warm or hot water as tolerated by the fabric. Add bleach if 
the fabric is white and tolerant of bleach.  
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7. It is best to dry clothes in a commercial clothes dryer, but when not available, linens can 
be air-dried, preferably in the sun. All clothes can be handled and stored in a usual 
manner.  

ROUTINE ROOM CLEANING IN HEALTH HUT  
1. Articles and furniture soiled with body substances should be cleaned immediately, and 

routine cleaning should be done on a regular basis. When cleaning spills of body fluid or 
waste (blood, urine, stool, vomitus, etc.) gloves should be worn. Disposable towels or 
wipes should be used to wipe up the spill and then the surface should be disinfected with 
a 1:10 bleach solution (6 tablespoons bleach mixed with 1 quart water).  

2. Sinks and toilets should be cleaned with the bleach solution. A little full-strength bleach 
can be poured in toilet bowls for disinfecting. Bathtubs should be cleaned before and 
after each use by the camper/staff member.  

3. Mop bathroom and kitchen floors at least weekly and clean spills as they occur. This 
includes shower floors.  

4. Most cleaning procedures can be readily accomplished with 1:10 bleach solution. 
WARNING: Chlorine bleach should not be mixed with other cleansers. This can cause a 
chemical reaction with dangerous fumes. Chlorine bleach is poisonous and can cause eye 
and skin burns.  

 
HANDLE WITH CARE! Bleach spilled or splashed onto carpets or fabric will cause damage 
by bleaching out the color.  
 
TAKE CARE TO AVOID SPILLS AND SPLASHES!  
Sponges used to clean the floor or any body fluid spills should not be used or washed out in the 
kitchen sink. For any other task, water should not be poured down the sink where food is 
prepared. Sponges and mops may be disinfected by soaking in 1:10 bleach solution for 10 
minutes.  
 
PROCEDURE FOR BLOOD (OR OTHER POTENTIALLY INFECTIOUS MATERIAL) 
CLEAN UP  

1. Clean up spills or smears on a hard surface.    
2. Set up a plastic bag to receive soiled items.  
3. Wear disposable gloves for clean-up procedure.  
4. Wipe up any liquid material with paper towel, and dispose of the paper towels in a plastic 

bag.  
5. Clean the contaminated surface with one of the following:  

  a. Household bleach solution made by adding 1 part bleach to 10 parts water (6  
  tablespoons bleach mixed with 1 quart water). This solution must be freshly  
  mixed as it loses its effectiveness as a disinfectant after about a day once the  
  bleach is mixed in water. Apply liberally over the area where the spill was located 
  and allow to stand wet for 10 minutes before drying with paper towels. Do not  
  allow bleach solution to remain on surface any longer than necessary as this may  
  result in discoloration. Caution: Bleach will remove color from fabrics and  
  carpets; take care to avoid spraying or dripping bleach solution on personal  
  belongings.  
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  b. 70% isopropyl alcohol full-strength (do not dilute). Apply liberally after the  
  object has been washed clean and allow to stand wet for 10 minutes before drying 
  with paper towels.  

6. Dispose of soiled paper towels, wipes, gloves, etc. in the plastic bag. Seal the second 
plastic bag and place it in a waste receptacle.  

 
Procedure for Disinfecting of Surfaces/Solutions to Use:  
Contaminated environmental surfaces can lead to spread of bloodborne disease organisms. 
Hepatitis B virus can survive drying on a surface at room temperature for at least one week. 
Hand to mucus membrane or non-intact skin contact can lead to infection when the contaminated 
surface has not been properly disinfected. The EPA advises that disinfectants that are effective 
against the tubercle bacilli are also adequate against HIV and HBV.  

1. A surface is to be considered contaminated if blood or other potentially infectious 
material is brought into contact with it.  

2. Set up plastic bag to receive soiled disposable waste. (Use red plastic or other plastic bag 
with biohazard label affixed if contamination is gross.)  

3. Wear disposable gloves when decontaminating a surface.  
4. Use paper towels.  
5. The following solutions are acceptable disinfectants capable of destroying both HIV and 

HBV, and are effective against tubercle bacilli:  
6. Bleach - 1 part bleach diluted in 10 parts water (6 tablespoons bleach in 1 quart water).  
7. Alcohol - 70% isopropyl, full strength required Lysol Brand Disinfectant Spray (EPA 

Registration 7 7 7 - 7 3 ).  
8. Lysol Brand Disinfectant (EPA 777-10) (Other types of Lysol are not acceptable).  

 
UNIVERSAL BODY FLUID PRECAUTIONS must be followed in ALL campers and staff 
members care circumstances regardless of the absence of any specific diagnosis of infectious 
disease or condition. The main purpose of these precautions is to prevent disease transmission by 
isolating body substances - urine, feces, blood, wound drainage, oral secretions, semen, vomitus, 
and pus. 
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LOW ROPES CHALLENGE COURSE 
 
The low-ropes adventure course that we use at Bishopswood was developed to build a sense of 
community with our campers, to help them feel a sense of accomplishment, and to build trust 
within our camper groups.  
 
This means that as a leader of the course, it is your responsibility to involve all campers in the 
activities regardless of physical weakness, mental unwillingness to participate, or fear of injury 
or embarrassment.  
 
The following guidelines have been developed to help you accomplish these goals. Keep in 
mind, however, that you are the best judge of what your group can and cannot do. The key things 
to remember about using a low-ropes course is that it is meant to be fun for everyone, that it is a 
challenge course by choice, the choices of all the participants, to participate or not, should 
always be respected, and that everyone involved should have a clear understanding of what is 
expected of them before entering.  
 
GENERAL GUIDELINES --- GOALS  
1. To provide a safe, laughter-filled opportunity to be with others, and to become more 
positive about one's physical self.  
One way to evaluate your time at the course is to ask the question, after I made sure all the safety 
elements were in place, how much group laughter did I hear? Sound corny? Well, it's not. As 
stated earlier, your task as an instructor is to build trust, group confidence, and personal comfort; 
if you are succeeding, the natural result will be a group that can laugh at its mistakes, keep on 
trying to involve everyone, and works together to reduce the fears and anxieties that can arise 
when people are presented with a challenge they do not think they can accomplish.  
2. To develop a sense of community with our campers.  
The course was developed to help camper groups come together in a very short period of time. If 
used correctly, every person who enters the course should leave with a better understanding of 
who their fellow campers are and a belief that spending time with their groups will be fun and 
exciting, no matter what the activity.  
3. To help campers feel a sense of accomplishment, both individually, and as part of a 
group.  
Overcoming the tasks and challenges present can create an excellent boost to low self-awareness. 
You should always remind your groups of exactly what it is that they just did. While that may 
sound obvious, many campers will not realize the group effort and mutual support it took to get 
everyone over the wall or through the spider web unless you specifically tell them. A pat on the 
back or a group high five along with a few words of congratulations from you can go a long way 
towards accomplishing this goal.  
4. To build a sense of trust with and between your campers.  
Creating a trustful, supportive atmosphere takes some doing on your part. As the leader of a 
group, your campers will look to your words, and more importantly, your actions to see how they 
should behave. From the first minute that you get to the challenge course, there should be no 
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joking about letting someone fall or conversations about who is too chicken/fat/slow/stupid, etc. 
to help or be part of the group. If any comments such as these are overheard by you, address 
them directly and quickly. 
 
GENERAL SAFETY GUIDELINES  
Before taking any group through group activities, either inside or outside the roped-off area, keep 
the following safety guidelines in mind:  
  

1. Make sure that the ground area is clear of any sharp objects and that all participants are 
wearing appropriate clothing and footwear. (No sandals or open toed shoes)  

2. Before going up on any piece of equipment, check it for weakness or fraying in the ropes 
and cables and for rotting in the wood.  

3. Make sure all participants have been properly instructed on spotting techniques. (See 
spotting techniques for more details) 

4. A ratio of one qualified instructor for each 15 participants shall be maintained.  
Instructors must have thorough knowledge of safety practices, equipment use and 
technique.  A minimum of two staff should be present.  

5. Make sure all participants understand the goal of the activities, and that they clearly 
understand their role in the activity, be it actively moving or spotting the active people.  

6. Always start groups off with low-risk, low-trust activities, and build risk and trust into the 
activities slowly and carefully. Evaluate your group carefully; if there are those that start 
to hesitate, go back to a lower-risk element until they gain confidence in themselves and 
the group. (See game sequencing for more details)  

7. Pay close attention to the weather. Being in a group of trees with wire cables strung all 
around is not the place to be in a thunderstorm. If it is exceptionally hot, make sure that 
water is available and used often during the activities. Basically, use your natural 
common sense and you'll be fine.  

 
GAME SEQUENCING  
As you begin with a new group in the course, there is very little trust and knowledge of the 
members of the group. By sequencing your games/activities, you can raise the initial no-trust 
situation into a high-trust one. Sequencing simply means to move from a position of low-trust to 
one of high-trust. The rule is to start out slowly and evaluate the group often as you progress 
from icebreakers to problem-solving initiatives. Even in a group that has been together for a 
while and has developed some trust, it is always a good idea to start with a low-trust activity or 
two to remind the campers exactly what their responsibilities are when in the challenge course. 
So, here we go with the game sequencing guidelines: If the games in the examples are not 
familiar to you, ask some other counselors what they are or look in a book such as Play It, 
Cowstails and Cobras, or Silver Bullets, all of which have games arranged by the categories 
listed below.  

1. Ice Breakers / Acquaintance Activities  
 These games are designed to get the group to begin to get to know each other. They 
 involve learning each other’s names and becoming comfortable with looking at each 
 other.  
  EXAMPLES: Name games, Group Juggling, Tag games, even Calisthenics.  

2. De-Inhibitor Activities  
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 Games that allow and encourage everyone to look and act silly without being 
 embarrassed. Also to begin to teach a sense of appropriate touch with all members of the 
 group.  
  EXAMPLES: Ah-So-Ko, Evolution, Hog Calls.  

3. Communication Activities  
 These activities should continue to build the trust relationships in the whole group and to 
 allow the group to communicate more effectively. They should help develop both 
 listening and leadership skills. This is a good place to teach the Full Value Contract 
 outlined in spotting techniques.  
  EXAMPLES: Mine Field, Yurt Circles, Trolley.  

4. Trust Activities  
 These should allow the participants to feel safe putting their safety in the hands of others. 
 This is extremely important since all of the ropes activities involve spotting. At this point, 
 all participants should fully develop unselfconscious touch. This means that boys  and 
 girls should feel comfortable spotting each other and not be skittish about touching 
 each other in appropriate places for safety reasons. (see spotting techniques for more 
 information about unselfconscious touch.) WITHOUT THE DEVELOPMENT OF  
 TRUST AND UNSELFCONSCIOUS TOUCH, NO OTHER ACTIVITIES SHOULD 
 BE ATTEMPTED! It is your responsibility as a leader to decide when this skill has been 
 learned and when the level of trust is high enough to continue.  
  EXAMPLES: Partner Trust Falls, Three-Person Trust Falls, Wind in the Willows, 
               Levitation.  

5. Decision-Making/Problem Solving/Initiative Activities  
 Once a high level of trust, communication, and cooperation have become efficient 
 and supportive, then and only then is it appropriate to take groups onto the challenge 
 course. There should be some compromise involved in the decision making process. 
 Once you have given the goals for the activity and all participants know their 
 responsibilities, your role should switch from leader to supervisor. Answer questions, 
 observe spotters, make sure that the groups decisions are safe, but try not to offer 
 solutions or to take on the leadership role. This is your group’s turn to show you that 
 they've learned what you've been teaching them so far. Sit back, relax, and have fun!  
  EXAMPLES: Spider Web, Nitro Crossing, Walls, All Aboard.  
 
It may seem like it takes forever to get to the fun activities that everyone wants to get to, but 
remember, these are general guidelines. The key is to know your group well enough to know 
what they are capable of, both emotionally and physically.  
 
SPOTTING TECHNIQUES  
Spotting in a low ropes course is a human safety net that is provided by some members of the 
group to insure that the actively moving members of the group are protected throughout the 
duration of the activity. Falling off things is to be expected. If spotting is being done correctly, 
these falls will be injury-free and most likely hilariously funny.  
 
The primary goal of spotting is to protect the head and upper body of the participant through 
physical support. The object is to break a fall, not to catch the person falling. This is an important 
distinction. If both the spotter and the faller wind up on the ground, uninjured, then the spotter 
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has successfully done their job!! This should be communicated to all participants!! It is crucial 
that they understand this distinction!!! Enough said. On to techniques...  

1. Full Value Contract  
A Full Value Contract is a verbal agreement between participants and spotters that 
insures that both parties are concentrating on the task at hand and will continue to do so 
until both people are safely off the element or initiative. It goes something like this.  

  Participant: ―I'm going for it!  
  Spotter: ―I'm here for you! 
  Participant: ―Falling? 
  Spotter: ―Fall away.  
This contract or a similar one, should be used in all trust building activities and initiatives. In 
some cases, Partner Trust Falls, Wind in the willows, High Trust Falls, the spotters will know 
exactly when the faller is going to fall.  
 
It is your responsibility as leader to make sure that the Full Value Contract is used and 
understood by all members of you group.  

2. Spotter Position  
o Spotters should stand with their feet shoulder-width apart, knees slightly bent, 

arms up at shoulder height (unless doing a high trust fall, see specific instructions 
for that element), with their fingers slightly bent and relaxed.  

o Spotters should follow the movement of the participants with both their eyes and 
their bodies.  

o Rotate spotters periodically and make sure that spotters are used to spot 
appropriately sized participants. The big people should not do all the spotting.  

3. The importance of Spotting  
 The spotters' job is the most important one. Without proper spotting techniques and 
 spotters who are committed to helping the group by their involvement, no group should 
 attempt any Activity. JOKING ABOUT NOT CATCHING/BREAKING SOMEONE’S 
 FALL IS NOT FUNNY AND HAS NO PLACE ON A ROPES COURSE!  If any 
 member of your group makes comments such as this, they should be removed from the 
 group immediately and not let back in until they have sincerely apologized for their 
 behavior. One joke like this can destroy the trust you've worked so hard to establish!  
 
PARTING COMMENTS  
The ropes course is a great place to go with your campers to have fun, get to know each other, 
build trust, and gain some self-awareness. Remember to go through the rules, the spotting 
techniques, and the contract on each element.  
What follows are the goals and specific spotting/safety guidelines for each element. Please read 
them before you take a group through the course. They will help you to be safe and have as much 
fun as possible.  
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ALL ABOARD  
A two-foot by two-foot platform, which can be either permanently installed in the ground or built 
on 4"x4"s to provide portability.  
 
Task: To see how many group members can balance on the platform without piling themselves 
on top of one another for a period of five seconds. Participants cannot touch the ground with any 
part of their body.  
 
Instructor's Role:  
A. Check the area for unsafe ground cover.  
B. Clearly present the problem, review spotting requirements, and answer questions before the 
group begins the task.  
C. Insist on additional spotters if a group has participants on the shoulders of other members.  
D. Participants' Responsibilities:  
E. To be aware of the strength and body size of group members and agree not to have members 
lifting, supporting, or being supported in a manner in which they are not comfortable.  
F. Agree not to attempt a solution that does not provide the group with adequate spotting.  
G. Agree to give assistance to any and all group members who might need it.  
 
Variations:  
Have the group discuss and develop a strategy and then try it nonverbally.  
 
TRUST FALL  
A platform from which an individual falls backwards into the arms of spotters. The top level is 4‘ 
high, next level 3‘ and the last level in which you should fall from is 2‘.  
 
Group Size:  
One person doing the falling (faller), with a minimum of eight catchers (spotters).  
 
Instructor's Role:  
A. Check area for unsafe ground cover; i.e., dead limbs, roots, stumps, etc.  
B. Inspect platform for soundness.  
C. Present the task and review all spotting requirements.  
D. Never be the first person to fall.  
E. Be sure the group goes through a series of warm-up exercises leading into this activity.  
F. Only do this activity when a group is ready.  
G. Make sure all jewelry, watches, pencils, and pens are removed from all participants.  
 
Spotters' Knowledge:  
A. Clear understanding of what the activity entails from their standpoint as spotters and to buy 
into this experience.  
B. Understanding of the strongest catching position:  

• Knees are flexed.   
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• Arms are extended and bent at the elbows with palms facing up.  
• Feet situated so that if a spotter is on the left side (facing the platform or stump), his/her 

right foot is extended in front of the left by 10 to 12 inches.  
• Feet are at shoulder width.  
• Arms alternate with the spotter opposite, and each spotter's fingertips extend to the 

opposite spotter's elbows.  
C. Attention is focused on the faller at all times.  
D. Upon catching a faller, spotters need to pay close attention to the faller until she/he is in an 
upright, standing position on the ground, and, if needed, the spotters should assist the faller to 
that position.  
E. Spotters communicate with the fallers and let them know when they‘re ready.  
 
Participants’ Responsibilities:  
A. Agree with the spotters on a series of commands by which fallers alert spotters of their 
intention to fall, and only to fall when spotters give the command ―Fall.  
B. Maintain a rigid position with head slightly back. Fallers draw their hands, fingers 
interlocked, into their chests in a firm grip, or use some alternate hand fixing system.  
C. Line up in the direction of a spotter and fall without going into a pike position.  
D. Upon falling and being caught, fallers allow themselves to be raised to an upright position, 
keeping their knees slightly flexed.  
 
BISHOPS FINGER 
A large diameter car tire (usually 15”-16”) is placed over a pole, which is 12 feet out of the 
ground.  
 
Task: Utilizing all group members, remove the tire from the pole, place it on the ground, and 
then place it back on the pole.  
A. The tire should always have contact with the members’ hands once in the air and should not 
be thrown off the pole or tried to be thrown back onto the pole.  
 
Instructor’s Role:  
A. Check the area for unsafe ground cover.  
B. Clearly present the problem, review spotting requirements and answer questions before the 
group begins the task.  
C. Make sure dirt, leaves, twigs, and water, are out of the tire‘s cavity before activity begins.  
D. Check soundness of pole.  
E. Review with the group how to support another‘s weight in such a manner as to reduce strain 
on participants’ backs.  
 
Participants’ Responsibilities:  
A. Agree to carefully monitor, spot, and support all group members.  
B. Evaluate footwear and remove if it will damage participant‘s clothing and/or shoulders.  
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PORT HOLE  
Task:  
For a group to pass each participant through the tire. Once through the tire, a participant is not 
allowed to return to the start and help, except as a spotter.  
 
Instructor’s Role:  
A. Check the area for unsafe ground cover.  
B. Clearly present the problem, review spotting requirements, and answer questions before the 
group begins the task.  
C. Remove twigs, leaves, and other debris from inside the tire.  
 
Participants’ Responsibility:  
A. Agree to spot each individual passing through the tire until they are placed on the ground.  
B. Agree to be in the correct spotting position to assist the first and last person through the tire.  
 
Variations:  
A. To go through the tire with only one participant touching the tire.  
B. For an easier variation, remove the rule against assisting the last several members through the 
tire.  
 
WHALE WATCH  
Task:  
Split your group in half and position each half at opposite ends of the platform (ship). Entering 
only from the ends of the ship, get everyone onto the ship without it touching the ground. You 
want to get the whole group to enter the ship and see how long they can hold the ship up off the 
ground.   
 
Instructor’s Role:  
A. Check the area for unsafe ground cover.  
B. Clearly present the problem and answer questions before the group begins the task.  
C. Show the areas to keep participants’ feet away from and monitor those areas so their feet do 
not get caught under the ship.  
D. Remove any debris from the platform.  
E. Make sure the platform is safely on the 6‘x6‘.  
 
Participants’ Responsibility:  
A. Agree to watch others and their toes so they don‘t get caught under the platform.  
B. Help others keep balance and support them if they need it.  
C. Agree not to leap off of the platform.  
 
Variations:  
A. Once the two groups are on opposite ends of the board, have them change ends without letting 
the platform make contact with the ground.  
B. Have the group start on just the perimeter of the platform and then make a 360 rotation 
without letting the platform make contact with the ground.  
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C. With the entire group balanced on the platform, everyone must abandon ship without allowing 
the platform to touch the ground. **No leaping off**  
 
SARA’S CHALLENGE 
 
TASK:  
While the disk is on the ground, balance a ball on top of the coffee container.  One participant 
stands at each tree facing the tree and holding the rope.  A sixth person directs the other five at 
the trees as they work together to lift the disk and balance it on the top of the telephone pole.     

 

STORY LINE SUGGESTION:   
While walking through camp, your group comes across a fallen bald eagle nest with eaglets in it.  
The parents are nowhere in sight, and you decide to take the nest to the top of the tree.  The only 
problem is if you touch the eaglets the parents will abandon it.  Your task is to use the pulley’s to 
return the nest.  Those pulling on the ropes cannot talk or look at the eaglet, and must take 
directions from the person in the center.     
 
INSTRUCTOR’S ROLE:   

A. Check area for unsafe ground cover. 
B. Inspect ropes and pulleys for stability. 
C. Present task and review guideline requirements. 
D. Give group time to plan/brainstorm. 
E. Is group ready to begin? 
F. Make sure each participant has a task. 
G. Make sure no one walks under “nest” whilst it is being raised back into the tree. 

 

 

PARTICIPANT’S RESPONSIBILTIES:  
A. Discuss a strategy and plan for accomplishing the task 
B. Listen to instructions of “talker” and wait for their command to begin. 

 

 


